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"No general rule, no rigorous rule; a multitude of little rules applicable to each 
particular case. These rules are not imposed upon us by themselves, and we 
might amuse ourselves in inventing others; but they could not be cast aside 
without greatly complicating the laws of physics, mechanics, and astronomy. 
We choose these rules, therefore not because they are true, but because they are 
the most convenient"... "In other words, all theses rules, all theses definitions 
are nothing but the fruits of an unconscious opportunism." 
Henri Poincaré, "La mesure du Temps" (1970) 
Abstract 
The LHCb experiment is being built at the Large Hadron Collider facility at CERN 
in Geneva, Switzerland. The aim of the experiment is the precise measurement of CP 
violation parameters in the B-meson system. A critical requirement of the detector is a 
good pion/kaon separation provided by two Ring Imaging CHerenkov (RICH) counters. 
This thesis presents studies on the feasibility of using Multianode Photo Multiplier Tubes 
(MaPMTs) as photodetectors in the LHCb RICH. We will establish the performances of 
MaPMTs in magnetic fields and also investigate how to shield them. Finally we present a 
testbeam analysis of a cluster of MaPMTs equipped with lenses at the CERN PS beam. 
The purpose of this testbeam was to demonstrate the operation of MaPMTs in a RICH 
prototype using the LHCb readout electronics. 
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The apparent absence of primordial anti-matter in the universe requires a deeper under-
standing of the baryogenesis process by which this asymmetry was created. From the 
Big Bang theory and the inflation model, one would intuitively expect that matter and 
its counter part were created in the same quantities. Over time matter and anti-matter 
would annihilate, leaving the universe significantly less dense than observed. Instead, 
matter prevails and antimatter is very rare. Furthermore most of the observed universe 
is made of dark matter. The baryon asymmetry, Q, can be formulated as the ratio of the 
baryon number, flB,  to the number of photons, s, in the universe, Q = nB/s. It is found 
from the observation of the number of galaxies, the average number of stars per galaxy... 
that 1 has a value of only 10-10. If antimatter were to exist today in significant amounts, 
it would have formed in clusters of "anti-galaxies" colliding with galaxy clusters and pro-
ducing a large number of detectable ay-rays. The other assumption, that it could exist in a 
remote, separate place of the universe, would also generate a significant distortion in the 
cosmic microwave background (CMB) by the interactions at the boundaries. Most of the 
anti-matter observed in the CMB comes from non-primordial sources and mainly from the 
production p + p -* 3p + with a 15 to p ratio of 10 [2]. 
Motivation 
In 1967, Sahkarov [1] suggested that baryogenesis arises under the following conditions: 
. Baryon number violation in order to be able to produce different type of particles 
from a species. 
. Thermal equilibrium violation to allow for baryonic number violation. 
• Charge Parity violation (CP violation). 
These cosmological observations together with the baryogenesis conditions provide con-
straints to the Standard Model (SM) describing the interaction of the realm of subatomic 
particles. The SM has been verified to an extraordinary level of accuracy. However, the 
CP violation effects are estimated to be too small to account for the asymmetry of the 
universe. The study of CP violation in Particle Physics hence provides a way to test the 
SM and our understanding of the universe. 
1.2 Charge and Parity Transformation 
Parity transformation (P) is the reflection of all spatial coordinates of a system. It can 
be achieved in two steps; a mirror reflection on the coordinate plane and a 1800  rotation 
around the axis perpendicular to that plane. This way the handedness' of the system is 
changed. Parity is hence often referred to as mirror or left-right transformation. Alge-
braically, P changes the sign of the position vector of a particle such that F -+ --7r and 
quantities such as velocity reverse sign while axial vectors, like angular momentum, remain 
unchanged. 
Charge conjugation (C) is the transposition of a particle to its anti-particle. It is indeed 
not just the mere change of charge and the term "C" is somewhat misleading, it also 
reverses all quantum numbers (baryon, lepton, strangeness...). This notion of antiparticle 
arises from relativistic quantum theory and was confirmed in 1933 with Anderson's dis-
covery of the positron. 
It is logical to think that under these transformations, the laws of physics are conserved, 
i.e. that these are totally symmetric. C and P are called discrete symmetries in that they 
the handedness of a particle refers to the sign of its helicity, the component of spin in the direction of 
motion of the particle. 
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are groups in which the operator can only take a finite number of values. There is a priori 
no reason to have different laws when the coordinates are swapped or when considering 
the realm of anti-particles. This is however not the case. 
1.3 Separate C and P Violation 
It was suggested in 1956 by T.D Lee and C.N Yang [3], and experimentally confirmed by 
C.S Wu in 1957 [4], that C and P symmetries are broken in weak interactions: C and 
P are only partial discrete symmetries. An example violating P and C separately is the 
decay of the charged pion ir into As illustrated in Figure 1.1, C-symmetry means 
that the + would decay to a anti-muon neutrino with its spin in the opposite direction of 
its momentum, defined as left-handed(c). However anti-neutrinos are only found as right-
handed. Similarly P-symmetry means that the left-handed neutrino of (a) would swap its 
spin to become right-handed which is not possible. The simultaneous transformation of C 












V 	 P 
- 	(c) 
(Forbidden) 
Figure 1.1: C, P and CP transformation of the decay ir 	 (b) and (c) are not 
observed in Nature, proving the separate violation of C and P. The vector s denotes the 
spin direction. 
1.4 CP Violation 
CP was considered an exact symmetry of nature until it was discovered in 1964 that it was 
broken in the KL decay [5]. An example is the KL decaying to both ireP and 7r- e+ Ve5 
but with a branching ratio slightly different by 6.6 x 10-3  . The K0 remained for 37 years 




violation in the B-meson decays was finally shown in 2001 in BO decays by the Babar [6] 
and the Belle [7] experiments. 
1.4.1 CP Violation Phenomenology 
Let us consider a neutral pseudo scalar particle P° and its anti-particle P° which are 
predominantly subject to the weak interactions under which they are allowed to decay to 
the same common state. In this case they can oscillate between themselves, i.e. they can 
mix. The states vectors IF°) and JP°) define a complete state vector 1W) such that: 
1W) = a(t) IP° ) + b(t) IF°) + c1n1 + c2fl2 + (1.1) 
where a(t) and b(t) are the probability amplitudes of having P0 or P° at a time t. cj are 
the probability amplitudes to decay into other types of particles ni which will be neglected 




where H is the Hamiltonian matrix of the mixing transitions through the weak interaction 
T such that: 
(1111 H12\ 	(i\ 	 fo\ 
H 	( J P°) = ( j JP°) = ( J 	 (1.3) 
\H21 1122) 	 \0) 	\1) 
with H11  = (P°ItIP°), H22 = 0 0 I1IP0 ), H12 = (P0 Iiw lP0 ), 1121 = (P0 Iiw lPo) 
H can be split into its Hermitian mass matrix M and its decay matrix r 
H=M — I' 
	
(1.4) 
CPT-symmetry implies that M11 =M22 =M and r11 =r22 =r and hence H11 =H22 = H. The 







(a) - ( 
H 	b 	M12 - I'i2 
M12 - Fi2'\ (a )
M—r )b 
with the following solutions: 
IF') = e_2(M11'1)t 
	
(1.6) 
I P2) = e_i(M2 _2)t 
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where IP1,2) are the eigenstates linear combinations of the particle and anti-particle states: 
= pIP° )+qiP° > 
	
(1.7) 
=piP°) — qiP°) 
with p and q denoting the amount of mixing as complex numbers such that 1021 + I q2 =1. 
The relationship between p and q in terms of mass and decay eigenvalues is: 
41212
7 	iw 2  2r12 	 (1.8) 
p 	VMl2 — F12 
The eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian are resolved by requiring: 
IH - Eli = 0 	 (1.9) 
where I is the unitary matrix and E is the eigenvaiues matrix. That is (H - E) 2 - H12H21 = 0 
which gives two solutions: 
E1 = H - /H12H21 	 (1.10) 
= H + /H12H21 	 (1.11) 
Rearranging 1.7 and substituting 1.6 
PO (t)) = f+ (t)I PO ) + f_(t)IP0) 	 (1.12) 
P 
I(t)) = f(t) IF°) + f_(t) IP°) 	 (1.13) 
with f±(t) = 	 ± e_2(mL_1'L.)t]. The probabilities of finding P° or TO at 
time t for an initial state P° are then: 
I (P° iP° (t)) 2 = if+(t)12 	 (1.14) 
i (To IPO(t)) 12 = if_(t)i 2 (1.15) 
Generalising 1.15 for the time-dependent decay amplitude of a particle going to any final 
state F including mixing gives: 
(FIH1P°(t)) = f--() (FHP°) + f_(t) (FIHIP°) 	(1.16) 




or considering the decay rates r and setting A1 = (FIHIP°(t)) and A1 = (FJHIP° (t)): 
r(PO()+F) oc IAf f+(t) + Af_(t)I 2 	 (1.18) 
I'((j),F) cx I-(A f f+(t)) + 	 ( 1.19) 
CP violation hence occurs if 	1 and/or when there is a difference in the decay ampli- 




A1 shows that there are three types of CP violation: 
. Indirect CP violation also called CP violation in the mixing when I q/p  I 1. 
• Direct CF violation in the decay amplitudes where IA f 	in charged or neutral 
systems. 
. CP violation in the interference between both the mixing and the decay amplitude. 
1.4.2 CP Violation and the Standard Model 
In the Standard Model (SM) charged weak interactions are defined by the following La-
grangian [12]: 
£ = 	v 	DW + h.c. 	 (1.21) 
where Ur. = (UL, CL, tL )T and DL = (dL, SL, b L )T are the left-handed quark fields (qi. = 
(1 - 'y5)q/2) with tt the up quark, c the charmed quark, t the top, d the down, s the 
strange and b is the bottom or also called beauty quark. W is the W boson field, 9w 15 
the weak gauge coupling, and VCKM  is the unitary Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing 
matrix defined as: 
VdV 3 Vb 
VCKM= VM V  V. b 	 (1.22) 
Vtd V 3 Vi,, 
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where V3 k denotes the coupling between the quarks j and k. The rotation between the 
weak eigenstates (d, s', b') and the mass eigenstates (d, s, b) is described by: 
d' 	 d 
8 	= VCKM S 	 (1.23) 
b 
Before 1973, the quark mixing was expressed by Cabibbo as a 2x2 matrix because only 
two families of quarks were known. In order to incorporate CP violation the mixing matrix 
needs to be complex. This could only be achieved with a three (or higher) dimensional 
matrix and hence a third generation of quarks was introduced [8]. A phase is introduced 
to the matrix by applying a phase factor to every row and column V2 k —p e23)Vk, 
with i,j=1,2,3 for the generation labels. The CKM matrix is then described by four real 
parameters where one is a phase parameter while the other three are rotation angles in 
flavour space. The standard parametrisation proposed by Harari and Leurer (1986) [9] is: 
C12C13 
	
S12C13 	 813C_i513 
VCKM 	— S12C23 - c12s23S13ei613 
	
C1223 - s12S23s13ei1513 	S23C13 
	 (1.24) 
	
S12S23 - c12c23s13e13 
	
—C12S23 - s 12 c23 s 13 ez
613 	c23c13 
where C3k = COSO 3 k, 5jk = .sin9jk with (0 < 9jk !~ 7r/2) and Sik > 0, C3k > 0. 
A useful and commonly used representation is the Wolfenstein parametrisation (1984) [10]. 
It emphasises the coupling between the quark transitions. It relies on a series expansion 
in the experimentally determined parameter s12 = A 0.22, known as the Cabibbo angle: 
2 
	 A 	AA 3 (p—i) 
VCKM = 	—A 1— 	AA 2 	+0(A'2 ) 
	
(1.25) 
AA 3 (1 —p—i??) —AA2 	1 
where the following substitutions have been made S23 = AA 2 and s13e = AA 3 (p - 
and O(Al) is the next n leading order. CP violation occurs for ?? 0. 
Greater precision is achieved by adding the corresponding leading orders. The LHC ex-
periments are foreseen to have an insight to the fifth order. 
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Jariskog [11] pointed out that because the matrix is unitary, the CP violation can be 
described via an invariant quantity: 
J = ±Im(VjVklV7V / ) 	=  0(10 - ) 
	
(1.26) 
where i, j, k, 1 are the quark flavours with i k, j 1. Hence showing that overall, CP 
violation is actually a small effect in the SM and thus needs to be searched in rare decays. 
1.4.3 CP Violation in the B -meson system: BO ~— B mixing 
CP violation has only been extensively tested in the neutral kaon system and demonstrated 
the consistency of the SM. In the new millennium the study of CP violation has extended 
to the B-mesons which involves the third generation bottom quarks flavour transitions. 
Table 1.1 shows the weakly decaying B-mesons with their quark content, masses and 
lifetimes. 
Mesons Quark Content Mass (MeV) Lifetime (10_ 12 8) 
B bu 5279.0+0.5 1.671±0.018 
Bd° bd 5279.4±0.5 1.536±0.014 
BaO bs 5369.6±2.4 1.464±0.057 
B bc 6400±400 0.46J 
Table 1.1: Masses and lifetimes of the B-mesons [9]. 
From the particles shown in Table 1.1 only neutral particles are of interest. Even though 
in principle CP violation in the charged decay can be measured, theoretical predictions are 
very hazardous due to hadronic uncertainties [13]. CP violation studies is hence mainly 
focused on the B — B systems from which the box diagram is shown in Figure 1.2. Based 
on experimental and theoretical arguments [13] it is also assumed that there is no indirect 
CP violation in the mixing of B-meson decays: l qlpl = 1. This leaves two possible forms: 
the direct CP violation and CP violation in the interference for which the decays rates 
become: 
r[B° (t) 	1] 
= A1 12e_Ft [1 + 
IA! 1 2 + (1 - 
2 
IA1 12e_rt 
{i + Au2 - (1 r[B°(t)—.f] 	 - = 
2 
A11 2 )cos(Amt) + 2Im(A1)sin(mt)] (1.27) 
A112)cos(Amt) - 2Im(A1)sin(mt)}(1.28) 
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Figure 1.2: The lowest-order Feynman diagrams for Bq0 —+ B' mixing, where q can 
either be a down or a strange quark. The intermediate quarks can be up, charm or top, 
but since the mixing amplitude is proportional to the mass in the loop, the t-contribution 
is predominant. 
giving the following CP-violating asymmetry for a B-meson going to a final state f: 
= r [BO (t) - f] — r[n°(t) -4 f  
Acp(t) 	 (1.29) 
- r[B°(t) —* f  + r[B°(t) —* 1] 
(1 — IA f I 2 )cos(mt) + 2Im(Af)sin(mt) 
= (1 + IAfI2)cosh(rt/2) + 2Re(A1)sinh(rt/2) 	
(1.30) 
In the case of Bd mesons it is assumed that zr = 0 and the equation hence becomes: 
Acp(t) - 1 
- 1A 1 1 2 	 2ImAf 
- 1 + IA1 2 cos(Amt) + 1 + AfI28mn(mt) 	(1.31) 
= dir 	+ amt sin (I m t) 	 (1.32) 
where aflt  measures CP violation in the interference and adir  measures direct CP violation. 
1.4.4 The Unitary Triangle 
The CKM matrix and the unitary condition of equation 1.22 lead to nine orthogonality 
conditions equations from which two are of interest for B-meson decays. 
VdV. + VV + VV =0 	 (1.33) 
VV b + V1' + =0 (1.34) 
These two relations can be drawn as triangles shown in Figure 1.3. Both triangles are 
the same up to the third order Wolfenstein Parametrisation. The triangle on the left is 
referred to as the "Unitary Triangle" while the second is only distinguishable from the 
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Figure 1.3: The two unitary triangles where  = p(1—A 2 /2) andij = 1(1—A 2 /2) in the fifth 
order Wolfenstein's parametrisation. Some of the B-meson decays which experimentally 
constrain the parameters triangles are also shown. 
first with a precision to the fifth order in the parametrisation. The angles of the triangles 
are defined as follow: 
I VV*,'\ a = ar_vv*) 	
(1.35) I VV /3 	arg 	
VtdV 
.7 = arg 
I
_ VV 
These angles can be determined using the decays shown in Figure 1.3. These particles 
decays are rare and have small branching ratios driving the need for high statistics. Exper-
iments are being specially dedicated to the production of these B-mesons: the B-factories. 
Their goal is to over-constrain the triangle parameters. A non-closure of the triangles i.e. 
a + ,6 + 'y ir would suggest that the understanding of CP violation within the SM is 
incomplete and thus new physics beyond it is required. 
The precision measurement on B physics have been greatly improved by current B factories 
such as Belle and Babar. They however do not allow for the study of all B-mesons and 
only allow for precise measurements of /3. Their quark production mechanism is indeed 
based on ee —+ T(4s) where only Bdo BO and B 1 are produced. The new LHCb 
experiment will however make use of the high energy proton-proton LHC collider. The 
new collider will allow to produce all species of B hadrons in the approximate ratio: 
B : B : B :b—baryon: B 39 : 39: 11: 12: 1% [14]. This will allow to overconstrain 
the unitary triangle and also to gain access to the second triangle of Figure 1.3. Of 
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Figure 1.4: The B ° —+ J/'I'KS decay diagram illustrating the mixing (left) and its tree-level 
contribution (right). 
relevance for this thesis we are presenting the B —* J/'I!K 8 decay which will be used by 
the LHCb experiment as a reference channel, the B° —+ 7r+1r  and B —* DK decays for 
which it is essential to have a good particle identification system provided by the LHCb 
Ring Imaging Cherenkov Detectors described in Chapter 3, see Figures 3.12 and 3.13. 
Probing j3 with B —* J/'1'K 3 
The Bd° —+ J/WK S decay is shown in the diagrams of Figure 1.4. This so called "golden 
channel" is the most tested channel from the BaBar and Belle factories. The decay is 
dominated by its tree level diagram. CP violation arises due to the interference with 
B ° — B° and K 0 — K° mixing, therefore: 
— () 	(q) 
	
(\\ (1.36) 
'i B PK0 
( VVjd'  GVCOGVCO (1.37) tbVJV 	V 
Direct CP violation in this channel is negligible and hence ABdo_.J11K$I2 = 1. Equation 
1.30 can then be simplified to: 
= r[B(t) -4 J/'PKS ] — r[B(t) -4 J/'I'K3 ] 
Acp(t) 	 (1.38) 
- J/K3 ] + r[B(t) -4 J/WK S ] 
int = sin(Amt) aJ/,I,K 	 (1.39) 
with 
(qAJ/K 3 \ mt _______ aJ/,J( =Im(A J/PK) =lJm 	 =Im () =Im(e 2 ) = —sin(2$) 
(1.40) 
and thus the asymmetry is the amplitude is related to 8 by: 
Ap(t) = —sin(Mt) sin(2/3) 	 (1.41) 
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Figure 1.5: The B° —+ irir decay diagrams showing its tree-level (left) and its leading 
penguin (right) contributions where q can be a f, E or ii quark. 
Probing a with B 0 —* irir 
The B —* lr+ 1r  decay, shown in Figure 1.5, allows us to determine the a angle of the 
unitary triangle. The final state is generated by the b-*u tree diagram and by the small 
but not negligible b-*d penguin diagram. The mixing phase in Equation 1.20 is given by: 
(BdO 	




— 'VtbV) 'VdVUb*) 
and the CP asymmetry in the decay is then given to the sign by Equation 1.30 as: 
Acp(t) = r[Bd°(t) 
—* ir+ir] — T{B(t) 	
(1.44) 
7r+ir- ] + F[Bd°(t) —* 
= a t(Imt) — acos(imt) 	 (1.45) 
where 
mt — 21m(A) 	dir 	1—A,r,rI2 A — 
lr7r— 1 -'- A 2 
a — 1 +IA, I 2 	— A ir,r 	 P irir 
The penguin pollution introduces a strong phase factor making the relation to the unitary 
triangle more difficult. at  and adir can be re-expressed in terms of the penguin, P, and 
tree contribution, T, to relate them to the a angle as: 
mt — a 	— sin(2a) + 2 	cos(öp/T)cos(2a)sina 	 (1.47) 
dir — a 	— 2sin(8p/T)sina 	 (1.48) 
where 6PIT  is the difference between the strong phases of the penguin pollution and the 
tree contribution. 
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Figure 1.6: The B30 5 B — DK decay diagrams. 
Probing 'y from B —* D;K 
The B -+ D;K decay shown in Figure 1.6 is different from the precedent decays in that 
there is no Penguin pollution. Instead the B 3 and B3 can decay to the same final state via 
tree diagrams with a phase difference of —'y. While theoretically clean the selection of this 
mode is experimentally specially challenging. D3 K is indeed kinematically very similar to 
the D3 7r decay which has a branching ratio 20 times bigger requiring an adequate mean 
of discrimination. The second issue is that D3 K is not a CP eigenstate and there is a 
CP conserving contribution A due to the strong interaction. This extra phase can be 
separated using the CP-conjugate. B, B 3° —* DK which has a similar branching ratio 
such that: IAD;K+I = IAD-K_I and. 
Im(AD-K+) = sin(—'y+26-y+z) 	 (1.49) 
Im(AD_K+) = sin('y-2&y+) 	 (1.50) 
Furthermore the LF in Equation 1.30 is not negligible in the B3 system. The asymmetry 
in the amplitude to the final state remains hence complicated: 
Acp(t) 	
(1 — JAD , KI2)cos(Amt) + 21m(ADK)sin(Amt) (1.51) 
(1 + JAD,KI2)Cosh(rt/2)  + 2Re(AD 1 K)sinh(Ft/2) 
T and Am must be independently determined from other decays: 26-y — ,y is measured 
by comparing Im(AD_K+), obtained from the measurement of the asymmetry AD+K 
and Im(AD- K+)' obtained from the measurement of the asymmetry AD; K+ The angle 
26y will also be measured from B 3° —* J/' allowing to further constrain the angle 'y. 
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Figure 1.7: The current experimental bounds on the Unitary Triangle [16]. 
1.5 Experimental Results on Testing the Standard Model 
The current experimental status [15] of the CKM matrix is as follows: 
VUgJI IVUS I IVub I 	0.97399 + 0.00046 0.2265 ± 0.0020 O.0o379gg 253 
IiTcdI VC 	VCIJ 	= 	0.2264 ± 0.0020 	0.973 1 61 	0.041131
05114 






Where IVudI is determined from nuclear decays, I Vu,l comes from semi-leptonic kaon and 
hyperon decays, I VcdI is measured from deep inelastic neutrino excitation of charm, I VCS  I is 
extracted from semi-leptonic decays of charm mesons, VbI/IVl is obtained from the end 
point of the lepton-energy spectrum in semi-leptonic B-meson decays and finally t —4 bl+vz  
gives I V1I/(IV + IVt II + Vtb 
The current values on the unitary triangle angles are: 
- 93.10+9-6  	—12.5 
13 = 23.1 0 	 (1.53) 
- 	.o+6.7 - UU. 	54 
with the corresponding unitary triangle for the BO system shown in Figure 1.7. 
Chapter 2 
The LHCb Experiment 
The Large Hadron Collider beauty experiment (LHCb) is being built for the precise mea-
surement of CP violation parameters in a wide range of B-meson decays. The LHCb 
detector will use the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), a new accelerator under construction 
at CERN 1 . A layout of the LHC accelerator complex and its experiments is given in 
Figure 2.1. The LHC will allow high precision measurements, extending the scope of the 
existing measurements from the BaBar and Belle experiments. While the former are only 
analysing Bd and B decay modes, LHCb will measure a wider range of B-hadron decays 
including B3-mesons and Ab-baryons (bud). The LHCb experiment will test the Standard 
Model (SM) to its limits and beyond, probing for new Physics. 
The LHC will operate at a centre-of-mass energy of 14 TeV and it will produce collisions 
with a large particle multiplicity. This poses a challenge in charged particle tracking and 
identification within the detector environment. The b-hadrons will be produced predom-
inantly in a forward and backward cone. LHCb will however study only one of these 
cones. For this reason the detector has been designed as a single-arm spectrometer with 
an angular coverage of 10 mrad to 300 (250) mrad in the bending (non-bending) plane. 
This chapter is aimed at giving a brief description of the main LHCb detector components 
with some details of their performances. The reader is invited to go through the references 
for more details. 
'European Council for Nuclear Research in Geneva - Switzerland 
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LHC-B 
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Figure 2.1: The Large Hadron Collider with its injection beams and its experiments. The 
ALICE experiment aims at studying heavy-ions interactions. The CMS and ATLAS ex-
periments are general purpose detectors and focus on the search for the Higgs particle and 
new physics (SUSY..). The LHCb experiment will study CP violation and rare decays. 
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2.1 The LHCb Detector 
The LHCb detector [38] is shown in Figures 
2.2 and 2.3. A Vertex detector (VELO) placed 
around the interaction point measures track 
parameters of charged particles. A system of 
tracking stations on both sides of a magnet 
separates charged particles for the reconstruc-
tion of the trajectories of charged tracks. The 
particle identification is performed by two Ring 
Imaging CHerenkov (RICH) detectors, an Elec- 
tromagnetic CALorimeter (ECAL) with a 	Figure 2.2: SD-isometric view of the 
preshower detector, a Hadron CALorimeter LHCb detector in the underground area 
(HCAL) and a muon detector. The RICH 1 UX85. IF stands for Interaction Point. 
detector is located before the magnet to measure low momentum particles while the other 
detectors are positioned downstream of the magnet to capture high momentum tracks. The 
installation of all detectors will require 16 months and the whole detector is expected to 
be completed by the time the LHC is ready to operate in 2007. Most of the electronics and 
online computer farms will be housed behind the shielding wall as visible in Figure 2.2. 
Sm 	 lOin 	 15m 	 20m 	z 
Figure 2.3: Side cut of the LHCb detector. The x-coordinate is perpendicular to the page. 
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Figure 2.4: Display of the reconstructed tracks and assigned hits in an event using the 
vertex locator and the tracking stations. This particular event contains 5016 more hits 
than average. 
2.2 Charged Track Reconstruction 
In LHCb, charged particle trajectories, shown in Figure 2.4, are reconstructed by the Ver-
tex detector placed at the interaction point and by the Tracking stations. The magnet 
provides bending power for charged particles to allow for particle momentum measure-
ments. 
2.2.1 Dipole Magnet 
The warm dipole magnet [39] of the LHCb experiment provides a bending power of 4 Tm 
for tracks originating from the primary interaction point. The design is of two trapezoidal 
coils bent at 45 degrees. The coils are made of 15 individual aluminium "pancakes" stacked 
together. The generated field is then shaped and guided by an iron yoke on which the 
coils are mounted. 
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Figure 2.5: Silicon sensors layout with the 
RF foil along the beam axis. 
A-measuring sensor 
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Figure 2.6: Sensors strip layout with some 
strips illustrated in dotted lines. 
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2.2.2 The Vertex Locator Detector 
The VErtex LOcator detector (VELO) [41] provides measurements in the vicinity of the 
interaction point. The main tasks are to reconstruct the trajectories of charged tracks 
coming from primary vertices and the reconstruction of secondary b-hadron decay vertices. 
The VELO, shown in Figure 2.5, is made out of stations consisting of two half modules: 
the left and the right half modules are separated during of the filling of the beam. Each 
of the 21 circular stations is made of 2 x 2 half-circles of 300 pm thin silicon micro-strips 
to register the hits of the charged tracks passing through. Put all together they allow for 
track identification in the angular range of 15 nirad to 390 mrad. Each station shown in 
Figure 2.6 consists of one R and one Phi measuring sensor of radius 34 mm. The strip 
pattern on the R-sensor has a constant radius separation with 512 strips ordered into 
four sectors of approximately 45°. The Phi-sensor has straight strips with an inner zone 
at a 20° stereo angle while the outer zone as a stereo angle of 100.  In addition, two 
R-measuring sensors are placed upstream of the VELO to act as a pile-up veto. They 
select beam crossings with only one pp-interaction by reconstructing the z-position of the 
interactions to determine the number of primary interactions within one bunch crossing. 
For an average event, the resolution on the primary vertex in the z-direction is 42 pm and 
10 pm perpendicular to the beam. The precision on the decay length ranges from 220 pm 
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Figure 2.7: The x-layer (left) and one stereo layer (right) in TT. Units are in cm. 
to 370 pm depending on the decay channel which corresponds to a lifetime resolution of 
40 fs for a typical B-meson decay. 
2.2.3 Tracking Stations 
The tracking stations provide measurements of track coordinates for momentum determi-
nation in the horizontal bending plane of the magnet and sufficient resolution for pattern 
recognition in the vertical coordinate. The system consists of four planar tracking sta-
tions grouped as a Trigger Tracker station (TT) in front of the dipole magnet and three 
Tracking stations (Tl-T3) placed downstream. 
Trigger Tracker 
The role of the Trigger Tracker is to determine transverse momentum parameters of 
charged tracks and to reconstruct long lived neutral particle trajectories decaying down-
stream of the VELO. TT may also reconstruct low-momentum particles bent out of the 
acceptance of the experiment before reaching tracking stations T1-T3, further downstream. 
The entire TT will be equipped with silicon micro-strip detectors [42] with a strip pitch 
of 198 jm and strip lengths of up to 33 cm. Each sensor is 11 cm long and 7.8 cm wide. 
The total surface area of TT is 8.3 m 2 . There are four detection layers of the two types 
illustrated in Figure 2.7. The first and the fourth layer have vertical readout strip (x-
layers) whilst the second and the third have strips rotated by a stereo angle of +50  and 
50,  respectively (u and v layers) in order to measure the y-coordinate and minimise ghost 
tracks. The layers are grouped in pairs with the two groups 30 cm apart. 
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Figure 2.8: Front view (left) and top view (right) of one Racking station. Dimensions are 
given in cm. 
Tracking Stations 
The three tracking stations Ti, T2 and T3 are equidistantly positioned along the beam 
pipe between the downstream face of the LHCb magnet and the entrance window of 
RICH2. Each tracking station consists of four detection layers with the same "xuvx" 
topology as the TT stations. The stations shown in Figure 2.8, are divided into two 
trackers. 
Most of the acceptance of the tracking stations is covered by the Outer Tracker [43] straw 
drift-tube modules. Each module is 34 cm wide and contains two layers of straw tubes 
inside a gas tight box filled with a drift gas mixture Ar(75%) CF4 (15%) CO2(10%). A 
standard module is made of 64 straws per layer while smaller modules of 32 tubes are 
placed where the track density is small above and below the Inner Tracker acceptance. 
In contrast, the Inner tracker [42] covers only 1.3% of the sensitive area but approximately 
20% of all charged particles go through that region. Each Inner Tracker station is made 
of four "xuvx" layers equipped with silicon detectors as for TT of which two layers are 
illustrated in Figure 2.9. The sensitive elements of the four layers overlap with each other 
and with adjacent Outer Tracker modules in both horizontal and vertical direction, as 
shown is in Figure 2.8. 
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Figure 2.9: Layout of the x-layer (left) and the stereo layer (right) in T2. Dimensions are 
given in cm and refer to the sensitive surface covered by the Inner Tracker. 
2.2.4 Performance 
Hits from the VELO and the tracking stations are combined to form the particle trajec-
tories for all particles. Identified tracks are represented by state vectors of the x and y 
coordinates to the reference z, dz/dz and dy/dz the track slope in the corresponding plane 
and Q/p the inverse particle momentum, which is positive or negative depending on the 
charge. Several classes of tracks are defined according to the number of detectors they 
pass through. In the case of B-meson decays the long tracks, i.e. tracks traversing the 
full tracking setup, are the most relevant. The B-field of the magnet has been optimised 
to achieve a momentum resolution of 0.6 % for long tracks [47]. The efficiency in finding 
a correct hit and hence reconstruct a track is of the order of 94% for large multiplicity 
decays such as B -* J/K. The efficiency is over 98 % for the pions from the B -* irir 
decay. 
2.3 Particle Identification 
Particle identification is performed by the following three detector systems: 
The Ring Imaging Cherenkov Detectors (RICH) are mainly used to separate charged 
particles, especially kaons and pions. The RICH will be described in more detail in 
Chapter 3. 
. The Calorimeters identify high transverse energy particles: electrons, neutral parti-
cles (photons), ir 0 or hadrons. 
. Muon chambers are used for muons identification. 
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Figure 2.10: Schematic side view of the Figure 2.11: Cells layout of the SPD, PD 
Calorimeter system. 	 and the ECAL detectors. Each square rep- 
resents 16 cells. 
2.3.1 Calorimeters 
The calorimeters are destructive detectors which identify particles by absorbing their en-
ergies and momenta in active and passive detector elements. The LHCb calorimeters are 
made of four detectors as shown in Figure 2.10. They provide high transverse energy, E, 
particle identification at the early LO trigger level when the RICH information is not yet 
available. 
The Scintillator Pad Detector (SPD) identifies charged particles by means of 15 mm-thick 
scintillator tiles which allow to separate photons from electrons. The light produced by a 
ionising particle traversing the tiles is collected by Wavelength Shifting fibres (WLS) [43]. 
The re-emitted green light is guided outside the detector acceptance towards 16 channel 
Multianode PhotoMultiplier Tubes (MaPMT) via clear plastic fibres. 
The SPD is followed by the Preshower detector (PD) and consists of a 12 mm-thick lead 
plane placed in front of a 15mm-thick scintillator plane. The lead plates allow electrons 
to interact and hence produce an extra shower before reaching the scintillator plates. As 
a result they have a larger energy deposit than pions hence improving the separation. 
The Electromagnetic CALorimeter (ECAL) then measures the energy of the electromag- 
netic showers from photons and electrons. The shower's energy is sampled by detector 
elements with a geometry shown in Figure 2.11. The ECAL is structured to respond to 
the different track density areas with three cell sections of decreasing resolution. The cells 
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Figure 2.12: Schematic layout of the scintillator tiles and absorbers of the HCAL (left) 
and ECAL (right) [96]. 
size are 4x4cm in the central region, 6x6cm in the middle region and 12x12cm in the 
outer region with a total of 5984 cells. The cells, shown in Figure 2.12, are alternating 
planes of 4 mm-thick lead sheets as absorbing material, and 2 mm-thick scintillator tiles 
which sample the particle showers. The shower energy resolution is i0%/E— GeVe1.5%. 
The Hadron CAlorimeter (HCAL) samples the remaining hadrons with 16 mm iron sheet 
interspaced with 4 m scintillator tiles as illustrated in Figure 2.12. The 1468 cells are 
spread in a way that the HCAL cell boundaries project to the ECAL cell boundaries. There 
are only two regions with 13 x 13 cm and 26 x 26 cm cell sizes for an energy resolution of 
80%V GeVelO%. 
2.3.2 Muon Chambers 
Muons are present in many CP-sensitive B-meson decays and rare decays with new physics 
potential. Triggering on muons and their efficient identification is hence a fundamental 
requirement for LHCb. 
The muon system [44], shown in Figure 2.3, consists of five tracking stations Ml to M5 
which rely on the penetrative power of muons. The first station Ml is dedicated to the 
transverse-momentum (p t ) measurement of the muon track used for the muon triggering. 
It combines a 20% resolution for the Pt  measurement with a stand-alone muon track recon-
struction. The remaining four stations are interspersed with an iron shield to attenuate 
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Figure 2.13: Schematic diagram of a Re- Figure 2.14: Schematic diagram of one 
sistive Plate Chamber showing the signal 
induced by a qo  charge in the C2H2F4 / 
sensitive gap filled with Ar/CO21CF4 
(40:50:10) in a Multi Wire Proportional 
C4H1 0/SF6 (95:4:1) gas. 	 Chamber. Each chamber is made of four 
gaps connected in pairs. 
background contribution from hadrons, electrons and photons. The electromagnetic and 
hadronic calorimeters and three iron filters give a total absorber thickness of 20 nuclear 
interaction-lengths for a total detector area of 435 m 2 . 
Just like the calorimeter system, the detector responds to the large variation of particle flux 
by subdividing each station into four regions with different pad dimensions. Regions and 
pad sizes are scaled by a factor two from one region to the next starting at 250x 300 mm, for 
Regioni. Two types of technology are used in order to cope with the varying occupancy: 
Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC) and Multi-Wire Proportional Chambers (MWPC). Their 
principle of operation are shown in Figures 2.13 and 2.14, respectively. MWPCs are mostly 
used for the outer regions while centre regions use RPCs except in M2 and M3 where a 
mixed MWPC and RPC readouts is used. 
The muons reconstruction efficiency has been estimated for a sample of Bd° —* J/i,bK 3 and 
is on average 94.3% above 10 CeV/c with a pion mis-identification rate of 2.9%. This pion 
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All but RICH and 
T1-T3 
All but RICH All 
CPU usage (Out 
of 1800 nodes)  
On detector 20% 55% 25% +GRID 
Table 2.1: Data rates. CPU usage and subdetectors used for the different trigger levels. 
2.4 Triggers 
The LHCb experiment will operate at an average luminosity of 2x 1032  cm 2s 1 . With 
this choice single interactions dominate which eases the event selection and reconstruc-
tion. Of the beam crossing rate of 40 MHz, only 10 MHz produce visible interactions, i.e. 
interactions producing at least two charged particles with sufficient hits in the VELO and 
T1-T3 stations to allow for reconstruction. The role of the Trigger system is to select the 
interesting events and lower the rate down to manageable computing and storage capa-
bilities. To do so the trigger is designed around three levels distinguishing minimum bias 
events from events containing B-mesons by requiring the presence of particles with large 
transverse momentum and the existence of secondary vertices. 
The first level trigger (Level-0) uses the Pile Up Veto to suppress multiple interactions. 
Events are selected based on the reconstruction of the highest transverse energy hadron, 
electron and photons in the calorimeters together with the two highest Pt  muons from the 
muon trigger Ml. Implemented as fast on-detector electronics it lowers the data rate from 
40 MHz to 1MHz. 
The second level trigger (Level-1) reconstructs tracks in the VELO and matches them to 
Level-0 muons or calorimeters clusters. It is then able to identify the tracks and measure 
their momenta. Momenta are also deduced from the known magnetic field and the track 
bending between the VELO and the TT stations. Particle momenta can be determined 
with a resolution of 20-40%. Data from the tracking stations T1-T3 and the muons stations 
M2-M5 are not used at this stage but the system has been designed to be scalable in order 
to later improve the performances. Level-i reduces the data rate to 40 kHz which allows 
for the execution of more elaborate selection algorithms. 
The third and final level trigger is called the High Level Trigger (HLT) and makes use of 
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the all subdetectors information. The lower input rate allows it to refine the parameters 
obtained from Level-1 to higher precision. Additional momentum information can then 
be gained from the tracks reconstructed from the VELO to the T1-T3 stations. The HLT 
finally applies selection cuts dedicated to specific final states. Bandwidth limits are then 
imposed according to the physics goals. The selected events are then written on disk at a 
rate of 200 Hz where an offline analysis can be applied. A summary of the trigger system 
and its performances is given in Table 2.4. 
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Chapter 3 
The LHCb RICH Detector 
As mentioned in Chapter 1, Section 1.4.4 CP violation measurements require excellent 
charged pion/kaon separation to efficiently identify the final state particles in B-meson 
decays. The LHCb experiment will use two Ring Imaging Cherenkov detectors (RICH1 
and RICH2) for charged particle identification across the full angular acceptance of the 
detector. 
3.1 Principle of the RICH Detectors 
RICH detectors are based on the Cherenkov effect which was first observed by Pierre and 
Marie Curie in the early 1900's in their work on radioactivity. This phenomenon was 
only fully explained in 1937 by P.A Cherenkov, LM Frank and I.Y Tamm who earned the 
Nobel Price for their work in 1958. They established that a charged particle travelling in 
a medium in which its velocity is greater than the speed of light, c, emits light along its 
path. A common analogy is that of a plane breaking the sound barrier causing a shock 
wave. The particle breaking the light speed emits a "light wave" as a cone of light around 
its trajectory. The size of the angle of emission called Cherencov angle, 9,  is related to 




where n is the refractive index of the medium. The threshold velocity above which 
Cherenkov light is emitted is flt = 1/n. The first proposal to make use of this process 
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Figure 3.1: Polar angle distribution as a 
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Figure 3.2: Momentum distribution for (a) 
the highest momentum pion from B —+ 
7r+1r (unshaded) and B3° —+ D ir+ 
(shaded), (b) tagging kaons. 
for Ring Imaging detectors for particle identification was made in 1977 by Tom Ypsilantis 
and Jacques Seguinot [28]. RICH counters consist of one or several radiators containing 
a medium chosen for an appropriate Cherenkov light emission threshold. A set of mir-
rors focus the light into ring images in the focal plane where photodetectors collect the 
photons. Since their invention, the accuracy of RICH detectors keeps increasing as new 
technologies are put forward, notably in the field of photon detection. 
3.2 LHCb RICH Counters 
The LHCb RICH counters [40] have been designed to cover the momentum range 1 < 
p < 100 GeV/c. This requirement has led to a system of two RICH detectors using three 
radiators. Figure 3.1 shows how the two RICHs cover the phase space. Figure 3.2 shows 
the momentum distribution of particle decays used to establish the limits of coverage. 
The upper limit in momentum has been chosen using the momentum distribution of the 
two body decay B 1( as shown in Figure 3.2(a) where a cut at 100 GeV/c can be 
applied. The lower momentum limit was taken for slower tracks with high multiplicity 
such as B 3° -4 D irir. Figure 3.2(b) shows that there is no significant loss in tagging 
by requiring a lower bound at 1 GeV/c. 
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Figure 3.3: Side view of RICH1 detector. 
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Figure 3.4: Top view of RICH2 detector. 
The RICH1 detector, shown in Figure 3.3, has been designed for low momentum tracks 
with large scattering angle requiring full angular coverage of the acceptance. The structure 
is therefore placed close to the interaction point to minimise the surface area. As a result, 
the RICH1 vessel has dimensions of 2 x 3 x 1 m 3 . RICH1 covers the momentum range 1-
60 GeV/c using two radiators. A 5 c thick aerogel radiator with refractive index 1.03 
identifies kaons above 2 GeV/c and provides a ir-K separation up to 10 GeV/c. A second 
larger gaseous radiator of 85 cm contains C4F10 with refractive index 1.0014 and extends 
the ir-K separation up to 60 GeV/c. The Cherenkov photons are focused by spherical 
mirrors with a radius of curvature of 240 cm and are then reflected by plane mirrors 
towards the photodetectors. Table 3.1 shows the Cherenkov angle for electron tracks 
which have fi = 1 together with the expected number of photons and the momentum 
thresholds of the pions and kaons. Quartz windows of dimensions 130 x 60 x 0.5 cm seal the 
top and the bottom of the vessel and transmit the Cherenkov light to the photodetectors. 
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I Aerogel ] C4 F10 CF4 
Refractive index 1.03 1.004 1.0005 
O, (mrad) 242 53 32 
N, 6.6 32.7 18.4 
lrth (GeV/c) 0.6 2.6 4.4 
Kh (GeV/c) 2.0 9.3 15.6 
Table 3.1: Radiator properties: O is the Cherenkov angle for electrons, ir1 and Kth are 
the momentum thresholds for pions and kaons, respectively. N. is the total number of 
photons for the Cherenkov ring produced by electron tracks. 
The RICH1 detector underwent big design changes as part of a re-optimisation of the 
LHCb experiment [18]. The main goals were: (1) to decrease the amount of secondary 
emitted particles by reducing the amount of material seen by the primary particles, (2) 
to improve the performance of the trigger. As a result the RICH1 detector will now be 
exposed to the fringe field of the magnet to improve track separation at the trigger level. 
New light materials have been tested to reduce the radiation length of the mirrors. The 
mirrors will now be made of 2 mm thick beryllium. There will be four mirror segments 
of size 820 x614 mm 2 each. The magnetic shielding needed to be strongly re-enforced to 
provide sufficient protection for the photodetectors while at the same time drive enough 
magnetic field towards the Trigger Tracker for a maximum particle separation [45]. The 
task is rendered more complicated due to the small space available. The soft iron shield 
housing allows to reduce a 600 G magnetic field at the photodetector plane down to 25 G 
while at the same time keep the 134 kGm integral field required for the tracks reaching 
the trigger tracker [46]. 
3.2.2 RICH2 Detector 
The RICH2 detector, shown in Figure 3.4, identifies high momentum particles with an 
outer acceptance of 120 mrad (100 mrad) in the horizontal (vertical) plane. It is placed 
further down-stream to allow for better separation of low angle tracks. There is a single 
167 cm long radiator filled with gaseous CF4 of refractive index 1.0005. Just as in RICH1, 
the Cherenkov photons are focused with spherical mirrors and deflected onto the photode- 
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half-hexagonal segments of size 520 mm across the diagonal and a radius of curvature of 
860 cm. The plane mirrors are made of 40 rectangles of size 410x 380 mm 2 with a 6mm 
thick glass substrate. Unlike in RICH 1 where the photodetectors are mounted vertically, 
over and under the structure, the photodetectors of RICH2 are placed horizontally on the 
left and the right, outside the acceptance of the spectrometer. While RICH1 is subject to 
high magnetic field constraints due to the vicinity of the magnet the RICH2 detector only 
sees 140 G. The soft iron housing designed can easily absorb the field. Thus the magnetic 
field at the plane of the photodetectors was not a concern for RICH2. 
3.3 Particle Identification 
The aim of the pattern recognition [17] is to assign a particle candidate to each track. As 
the focusing mirror has to be tilted the rings on the RICH detector planes are no longer per -
fect circles but elliptical. An example of fitted rings is given in Figure 3.5. The Cherenkov 
angles O) defined in Figure 3.6 are directly reconstructed at the emission of each hit 
instead of a direct fit of the ring. In that method track information from other trackers is 
hence essential. All hits with similar emission angle are attributed to one track. There are 
two methods: 1) The standard "local" method which considers each track separately. The 
main advantage is its speed but it does not provide information about the background. 
Figure 3.5: Event display of B - irir, with the photodetector planes of each RICH 
drawn side by side (scale in cm). The fitted Cherenkov rings from the global method are 
superimposed. RICH1 is on the left and RICH2 is on the right. 
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2) The "global method" is five times slower because 
it treats all hits and all tracks at the same time per-
mitting the determination of background informa-
tion. Table 3.2 compares the particle tracks that 
one would expect from the five usual charged par-
tides (e, ji, ir, K, p) under the form of a maximum 
likelihood. The total number of possible combina-
tions for N tracks in an event is 5N•  A typical event 
consists of about 30 tracks and it hence quickly be-
comes a Gargantuan task. The number of combi-




Figure 3.6: Definitions of the angles 
describing the direction of the track 
that all tracks are pions as they are the most flu- t and the photon p emitted by the 
merous. The log-likelihood for that set of particle track. 
mass-hypothesis is then recalculated for e, i, K and p in turns. The procedure is then 
re-iterated changing hypothesis for all tracks to find the largest increase in likelihood. This 
way the number of determinations is reduced to 2N 2 . 
The nominal pixel size (granularity) for photodetectors has been estimated to 2 x 2 mm 2 . 
A granularity of 2.5 mm has however revealed no significant loss in performance and it 
hence has been adopted as baseline criteria for the photodetector resolution. 
True particle type 
Rec e p ir K p X1' 
e 97.4 0.7 24.6 1.4 0.5 3.1 0.76 
p 4.0 8.7 69.5 2.0 0.5 4.9 0.10 
ir 2.5 1.3 545.7 3.3 0.7 5.1 0.98 
K 0.3 0.1 12.7 70.6 4.8 4.3 0.76 
p 0.2 0.0 1.7 4.3 35.9 0.0 0.85 
X 9.9 0.8 19.8 3.2 0.0 55.6 0.62 
E 0.85 0.76 0.81 0.83 0.85 0.76 
Table 3.2: Each track gives one entry in the table, and X denotes tracks below threshold 
in all radiators; the rows give the reconstructed particle type, P is the purity and c the 




The requirements for the photodetectors of the LHCb RICH are: 
• single photon electron sensitivity with high quantum efficiency for visible light as 
imposed by the aerogel radiator. The photodetector should be sensitive in the wave-
length range of 200 nm to 600 nm. 
a pixel size of 2.5x2.5 mm2 . 
fast read out compatible with the 25 ns bunch crossing period of the LHC. 
. low electronic noise. 
• suitability for large area coverage of about 1.2 m 2 (2.6 m2 ) for RICH 1 (RICH2) with 
an active area larger than 73%. 
• capacity to withstand 2.5 mT with or without individual shielding. 
• radiation hardness to a dosage of 3 krad/year. 
. affordable cost. 
At the time of the LHCb conceptual design no commercially available photodetector could 
meet these requirements. A large program of R&D was thus launched on two options. The 
development of Hybrid PhotoDetector tubes (HPD) as baseline and the use of Multianode 
PhotoMultiplier Thbes (MaPMT) as backup solution. 
3.4.1 Hybrid Photodetectors 
The pixel Hybrid PhotoDetector (HPD) shown in Figure 3.7 uses a silicon detector anode 
inside a vacuum envelope. It was designed in collaboration with DEP'. The HPD design is 
Based on an image intensifier technology using a cross-focusing electric field to accelerate 
and image the photoelectrons emitted from a S20 photocathode onto the anode. The 
HPD has a diameter of 83 mm with a photocathode active input diameter of 75 mm. The 
demagnification factor, shown in the schematic of Figure 3.7 (right), is five. A high voltage 
'Delft Electronic Products, Roden - Netherlands. 
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Figure 3.7: Left: A photograph of the baseline photodetector HPD with the read-out silicon 
chip visible on the back. Right: A schematic of the pixel HPD illustrating the photoelectrons 
trajectories. 
of 20 kV is applied to accelerate the photoelectrons resulting in a signal of about 5000 e-
at the silicon chip. The quantum efficiency is 25% at 300 nm. The anode consists of 
a 32x32 array of silicon pixels of size 0.5x0.5 mm 2.  Each pixel is segmented into eight 
subpixels of size 0.0625 x 0.5 mm  in order to reduce the noise originating from the sensor. 
The feasibility of using these detectors has been studied in a testbeam with a prototype 
reproducing the RICH1 geometry. The beam consisted of pious with a momentum of 
120 GeV/c. Figure 3.8 shows the Cherenkov ring obtained using three HPDs prototypes 
with a coarser pixelisation (61 pixel HPD) [33] [34]. 
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Figure 3.8: Display of events in a RICH1 testbeam setup with a C4F 10 gas radiator. The 
shade of a pixel gets darker with the number of hits on the pixel. A fitted ring is drawn. 
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A main concern for the HPDs is its sensitivity to magnetic fields [35]. Photoelectrons 
travel for a long distance before reaching the anode and hence HPDs are potentially 
more sensitive to magnetic fields than conventional photodetectors. Figure 3.9 shows the 
distortion of a signal when the tube is subjected to magnetic fields. The light source 
pattern on the sensor chip changes as the HPD undergoes magnetic fields of 0, 0.5 and 
1 mT in strengths. When a longitudinal field is applied, Figure 3.9 (left), the image rotates 
and stretches. At 1 mT photoelectrons start falling outside the anode sensitive area and 
are lost. Transverse fields, Figure 3.9 (right), cause non-uniform shifts of the image across 
the anode. HPDs thus have to be shielded against large magnetic fields. It is planned 
to use a cylindrical jt-metal shield placed around the tube as an individual protection 
together with a global shield of the photodetector plane. The individual shield will be 
a 200 mm long, 0.9 mm thick cylinder and will protrude 20 mm beyond the front of the 
HPD entrance window. The shield provides adequate protection up to 3 mT. A static 
distortion pattern will nonetheless remain. An inside survey will be performed to provide 
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Figure 3.9: Cross shape image distortions of the HPD signal when exposed to magnetic 
fields of 0. 1, 0.5 and 1 mT, for a longitudinal field, defined as the axis perpendicular to 
the photocathode (left) and a transverse field (right) /361. 
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Figure 3.10: Side view (top) and top view 
(bottom) of an MaPMT with its carrier. 
Figure 3.11: 	Diagram illustrating an 
MaPMT mounted with a lens. 
3.4.2 Multianode Photomultiplier Thbes as Back Up Solution 
Multianode PhotoMultiplier Tubes (MaPMT) consist of an array of square anodes close-
packed in a single vacuum tube of size 25x25x20 mm 3 . While HPDs had still to be 
developed at the early stages of the LHCb design. MaPMTs have been successfully used 
by the HERA-B collaboration at DESY2 for their RICH detector [19]. It hence was a 
logical backup option for LHCb detector. 
The HERA-B detector used 4 x 4 channel tubes with a 4 m cell granularity. This is not 
suitable for the LHCb experiment which needs the higher pixel resolution of - 2 x 2 mm 
for RICH 1. However, meanwhile the manufacturer Hamamatsu (Japan) had developed a 
8 x 8 anode array with a 2 x 2 mm cell granularity. A photograph of the MaPMT is shown 
in Figure 3.10. The R7600-03-M64 model was originally equipped with a borosilicate 
window. On request of LHCb, Hamamatsu mounted a UV glass window instead. This 
improvement leads to an increase of 50 % in the number of photoelectrons detected. The 
pitch of the channels is 2.3 mm with 0.2 mm gaps between the pixels reducing the active 
area to only 38 %. A quartz lens has thus to be placed in front of the tube as shown in 
Figure 3.11 to restore a full active area of 85%. The fused silicia lens has one flat and one 
spherical surface with a radius of curvature of 25 mm and a demagnification of two-third 
in order to focus the photons onto the sensitive area of the MaPMT. 
2 Deutsches Elektronen Synchrotron in Hamburg - Germany 
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An array of 3 x 3 MaPMTs mounted with lenses has been studied under testbeam condi-
tions. Results were similar to the expected performances from GEANT4 simulations and 
hence demonstrated the capability of MaPMT to identify Cherenkov rings for the LHCb 
experiment [20]. 
Unlike the HPDs, MaPMTs are small close packed devices with an amplification provided 
by dynode chains and hence the effect of magnetic fields is different. Chapter 5 gives more 
details on MaPMTs and presents the study establishing their behaviour in magnetic fields. 
3.5 RICH Performances 
The RICH contribution becomes evident when looking at two-body decays with the same 
topology. Taking the case of B 0 —+ irir decays, the reconstruction is polluted by other 
decays such as BdO —* Kir, B 5° —* K1r+ and B — K±K. The mass spectrum of the 
various decays without using the RICH is shown in Figure 3.12 where the Bd°  —* 
decay is barely distinguishable from the B —+ irK decay. The identification from the 
RICH system as shown in Figure 3.13, provides an obvious gain in purity. The RICH tags 
the flavour of the b hadron by identifying kaons from the b —* c —+ s cascade decays where 
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Figure 3.12: Mass spectrum of B O —+ irir 	Figure 3.13: Mass spectrum of B —* 1r7r 
without RICH selection, 	 with RICH selection. 
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the calorimeters and the muon chambers in order to reduce the misidentification rate of 
electrons and muons. 
In terms of reconstruction efficiency, Figure 3.14 shows the Kaon identification efficiency 
e(k) and the pion mis-identification c(ir —* k) for a sample B0 — DS  K. The Cherenkov 
light thresholds from the three radiators are visible at p=2, 9 and 16 GeV/c. The average 
€(k) taken between 2 and 100 GeV/c is 88 % whilst the c(ir — k) is 3 %. The remainder is 
made of protons, leptons and ghosts. 
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Figure 3.14: Kaon identification efficiency (solid points) and pion misidentification rate 
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A typical photomultiplier tube, shown in Figure 4.1, 	First dynode 
consists of a photocathode where incoming photons 
Multiplier -
are converted into electrons via the photoelectric 
effect. The photoelectrons are then focused and 
accelerated using electrodes. Secondary electrons 	
Anode- 
are produced when the electrons hit the surface of 
a dynode. The amplification is performed by the 
mean of a cascading chain. The charge is finally 
collected by an anode at the end of the chain. 
Figure 4.1: Structure of a photomul- 
4.1 Photoelectron Emission 	tiplier: model 56AVP, Philips 1956 
[30]. 
The photoelectric effect is a quantum interaction between a photon and a bound atomic 
electron. As a result of this interaction, the photon is absorbed and an atomic electron is 
ejected. The ejected electron energy is EQ - W where EQ is the energy of the photon. W 
is the work function i.e. the energy required to free electrons. 
The photoelectric effect was discovered by Heinrich Hertz in 1887 [22]. While trying to 
demonstrate the existence of electromagnetic waves, he found that a negative electrode 
exposed to ultraviolet radiation had a better conduction. In 1888, Hallwachs [23] showed 
that light actually permits the escape of negative electricity (the electron had yet to be 
discovered) from a negative and neutral plate. It was established in 1889 by E]ster and 
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Geitel [24] that a relation existed between the metal and the light wavelength to which 
they are photoelectrically sensitive. The problem remained puzzling until the discovery of 
the electron by J.J Thomson in 1897 [25]. The carrier of the charge had been identified. 
Finally in 1905, Einstein [26] based on Plank's quantum theory, formulated the theoretical 
ground work of the photoelectric process. 
The first primitive photomultiplier tube was made in 1902 by Austin et al [31]. But the 
very first phototube, used as the basic structure for current tubes design, was only made in 
1939 by Zworykin and Rajchman [27] who developed an electrostatic focusing type. Since 
then tubes have constantly been improved by research on the photocathode material and 
on new multiplication techniques to adapt them to the growing needs of experiments and 
industry. 
4.1.1 Physics of the Photocathode 
The purpose of the photocathode is to absorb photons and emit electrons via the photo-
electric effect. Figure 4.2 shows the typical band structures of metals, semi conductors 
and insulators from which the electrons are freed into the vacuum. 
In the case of metals, the conduction band is filled up to the Fermi level, E1. The 
work required to free an electron is just the thermionic work, Wth = E0 - Ef where E0 
is the vacuum energy level. The additional energy can be provided by a photon with 
energy hv > Wth called the photoemission threshold Wh or also work function W. For 
metals Wth=Wh.  Except for alkali (Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs), metals have a potential barrier 
greater than 3 e and photoemission does not occur in response to visible light. Metal 
cathodes are however not appropriate for photomultipliers. In travelling to the surface 
the excited electron suffers energy losses due to collisions with the atomic electrons in 
its path. The probability of reaching the surface with enough energy is greatly reduced 
because the atomic electrons are essentially free. The ratio of output electrons to incident 
photons is called Quantum Efficiency (QE), see Section 4.1.2, and in this case it is of the 
order of 0.1 %. This means that 1000 photons are required on average to produce one 
photoelectron. There is therefore a limited usable volume of material restricted to a thin 
layer of the surface. In metals this escape depth is of the order of a few atomic radii. 
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Figure 4.2: Energy bands in (a) metal, (b) a semiconductor, (c) an insulator [SO]. 
Semi-conductors and insulators materials, see Figure 4.2 b) and c), differ in that they 
have a conduction band energy level Ec and a Fermi level lying in the forbidden band. 
To escape the metal, the electrons must overcome the Energy gap E9 = E - E where 
E is the valence band energy level, to get to the conduction band and an additional so 
called electron affinity Ea = E0 - E. Typical work functions for semiconductors are of 
the order of 5-6 eV and are thus only sensitive to wavelengths of less than 250 nm. It is 
however possible to greatly reduce the surface barrier and extend the range of wavelength 
by doping techniques. 
Photocathodes are hence made of a doped opaque or semi-transparent semi-conductor. For 
opaque photocathodes the photoelectrons are collected from the same surface on which 
the light is incident. For semi-transparent photocathodes the light first passes trough the 
transparent substrate layer and then travels in the semi-transparent photocathode so that 
photoelectrons are collected from the opposite surface. 
4.1.2 Quantum Efficiency 
The Quantum Efficiency (QE) is a major characteristic of photomultipliers. Defined as 
the ratio of the number of photoelectrons emitted over the number of incident photons it 
can also be refined further in a probabilistic manner as follows: 
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Figure 4.3: Quantum Efficiency as a function of photon wavelength for different photo-
cathode materials [31]. 
is the probability that light absorption may excite electrons to a level greater than the 
surface barrier, L is the mean escape length of excited electrons, P3 is the probability that 
electrons reaching the photocathode surface may be released into the vacuum and v is the 
frequency of light. 
As shown in Figure 4.3, the QE varies with the photon wavelength. The drop in sensitivity 
for long wavelengths is due to the reduction of energy of the photons. Thus the probability 
to escape the photocathode lowers to a point where the emission stops. The behaviour of 
the side towards higher photon energy is dominated by the transparency of the window 
through which the light must enter to reach the photoemissive layer. For normal glass the 
cut off wavelength arises at around 350 nm. Extended regions can be covered with fused 
silica or quartz windows (dashed lines). 
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Figure 4.4: Examples of dynode structures: (a) Venetian blind, (b) box, (c) linear focusing, 
(d) circular cage, (e) mesh, (f) foil [30]. 
4.2 Photoelectron Multiplication 
The converted photons do not produce enough electrons to be directly measurable. In 
order to get a useful signal the primary electrons are used to create secondary electrons 
in the same principle as the photoelectric effect except that the triggers are not photons 
but electrons. 
4.2.1 Dynode Chains 
Amplification is achieved through a set of dynode chains, where the dynodes are arranged 
such that the electric field in between them causes electrons emitted from a dynode to 
strike the next as shown in Figure 4.4. The free electrons from the first dynode cause the 
emission of more electrons at the next dynode stage. These are in turn used to produce 
more electrons on the next dynode and so on until the last dynode. The total gain from 
the dynode cascade is is given by: 
N 
(4.2) 
Where gj = öj•n.j is the gain at each dynode i with bi the secondary emission factor, n is the 
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are different types of dynode chains arrangements (Venetian blind, box, linear focusing, 
circular, mesh..) all of which have their own characteristics [31]. The amplification layout 
should be carefully chosen according to the application the photomultiplier is employed for. 
4.2.2 High Voltage Supply 
The photoelectrons are accelerated using electric fields. The fields are caused by a set 
of levels of electric potential which are often supplied by a divider chain. This allows to 
control the gain ratios at the dynode from a single High Voltage (HV) source. For efficient 
photoelectrons collection, the potential difference between the cathode and the first dyn-
ode is usually several times greater than the dynode-to-dynode potential difference. To 
maintain a fixed gain, it is of primary importance to have stable potentials at all dynodes. 
Figure 4.5 shows the two principle ways of powering the photomultiplier. 
In the positive polarity mode a), the photocathode is held at ground level and a positive 
HV is applied to the anode. The divider chain then supplies successive positive voltages 
steps between the dynodes to draw the electrons towards the anodes. As the anode is 
set to high potential the signal has to be coupled out via a capacity to allow the pulse 
Figure 4.5: Voltage power supply: (a) positive potential, (b) negative potential. 
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component to be passed on at the ground potential. The coupling capacity C and the 
resistor 11L  define the time constant of the circuit. 
In the negative polarity option b), negative high voltage is applied directly to the cathode 
while the anode is at grounded potential. To avoid spurious pulses, care must be taken 
to prevent high voltage leakage through the glass tube to nearby grounded structure, for 
example a shield. The advantage of this setting is the elimination of the coupling capacitor 
Cc which allows for fast pulses. 
In both cases a resistor chain allows for individual dynode gain control. Stabilising ca-
pacities, labelled C8 , are also used to prevent shifts in the potentials. An important 
requirement is to keep the current through the voltage divider chain large compared to 
the average DC signal current. This avoids any drift in the dynodes voltage equilibrium 
values. HV power supply must be kept as stable as possible to avoid any shift in the gains. 
Typical HV are of the order of a few W. 
4.3 Photomultiplier Basic Characteristics 
4.3.1 Uniformity 
The output sensitivity of a photomultiplier varies with respect to the position of the 
photon hit on the photocathode. This effect is a combination of subtle variations in the 
photocathode material and geometry affecting the photoelectron collection at the first 
dynode. A uniform signal response is desired but variations as big as 30-40 % may occur 
in the production of the photocathode as shown in Figure 4.6. 
4.3.2 Linearity 
Linearity is defined as the degree of proportionality between the amplitude of the pulse 
collected and the number of the photoelectrons produced at the photocathode. Nonlinear-
ities can arise with very large pulses due to space charge effects between the last dynode 
and the anode. The build-up of charges affects the trajectories of electrons and causes 
some to be lost. An additional deviation in the dynode voltages from their equilibrium 
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Figure 4.6: Difference of uniformity with position and photon wavelength [31]. 
A linear behaviour is also desired between the amount of light absorbed by the photo-
cathode, the amount of charge collected and the anodes so that the signal can be directly 
measured. This linear regime is always limited towards high signal gains. The large elec-
tron densities between the last dynodes of a tube lead indeed to space charge effects. 
They shield and effectively change the set potentials between the dynodes. This causes a 
gradual saturation of the signal. 
4.3.3 Stability 
The output signal of a photomultiplier may vary as a function of time mainly due to 
fatigue. Suppliers often quote the drift, for short time instabilities and life characteristic 
for periods longer than a year. Stability depends on variations in the secondary emission 
ratio, i.e the gain variations over time. This is simply due to the fact that the cathode 
has an intrinsic stability. The drift can be stabilised by a ageing technique which consists 
of continuously operate the tube for a dozen hours after production and warming up for 
one or two hours before actual use. 
4.3.4 Dark Current 
The dark current consists of any unwanted current flow in the tube. It is a critical factor 
that governs the lower detection limit in low light level measurements. It can be categorised 
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Figure 4.7: Typical dark current with the main causes identified vs supplied voltage [31]. 
• Thermionic emission current from the photocathode and dynodes: Thermionic 
emission is due to the very low work functions of the materials used. Consequently 
thermionic electrons can be emitted even at room temperature and current can 
therefore flow even without applied voltage. W. Richardson established that the 




where W is the work function, e the electron charge, k the Boltzmann constant, T 
the absolute temperature, and A is a constant. At room temperature, the current 
density of photocathodes with a maximum sensitivity in the range of 300 to 500 nm 
is between 10 and 1000 electrons/cm 2s. 
• Leakage current (ohmic leakage) due to the high voltage and low currents op- 
eration. This can happen between the anode and other electrodes inside the tube. 
• Photocurrent produced by scintillation: It is usually produced by scintillation 
from the glass envelope. 
e Cosmic rays, radiation from radio isotopes contained in the glass en- 
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velopes and environmental gamma rays: They can lead to noise current too. 
Muons coming from cosmic rays can indeed become a problem when passing through 
the glass envelope. They can cause Cherenkov radiation hence releasing a large 
number of photons. Glass contains potassium oxide (K20) with minute amounts 
of radioactive element 40 K. Beta rays can be emitted from these isotopes adding a 
source of noise. 
. Field emission currents: They arise when operating the photomultiplier at ex-
cessively high voltage. 
• Ionisation currents from residual gases (ion feedback): Even though a pho-
tomultiplier tube is kept in vacuum, residual molecules may be ionised by collisions 
with electrons. The positive ions striking the front stage dynode then produce sec-
ondary electrons resulting in a large noise pulse. The pulse appears slightly after 
the photocurrent and hence is called an afterpulse or ion feedback. 
4.4 Signal Output Shape 
The signal output shape of a photomultiplier tube is in the simplest case described by a 
Poisson distribution. Its statistical nature arises from the fact that each photoelectron 
is actually not subject to the exact same multiplication factor 6. As a result the output 
pulses coming from a single electron do not have the same amplitudes. 
For a single photoelectron incident on the first dynode, the number of secondary electrons 
produced has a mean value 6 and a standard deviation cr of The relative variance 
defined by a2 /62 is then 116. For N identical stages the mean number of secondary 
electrons beáomes 6' and the Poisson distribution variance can be written as: 
1 	1 	1 	1 
(6 	1) 	
(4.4) 
The higher 6 the more discreet the peaks are. Figure 4.8 shows signal peaks for a multi-
plication factor of 5. 
While this is the simplest case, there exist however no general descriptions due to the 
fact that the signal shape highly depends on the structure of the tube. In some cases for 
example the signal is better described using a Polya or compound Poisson distribution. 
4.5 Effects of Magnetic Fields 
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Figure 4.8: Photomultiplier signal output Figure 4.9: A typical signal spectrum of a 
shape contributions for a multiplication fac- 	photodetector showing the pedestal and the 
tor 6 of 5. 	 signal. 
Noise has also a significant contribution to the signal spectrum. It is has two components: 
1) the thermionic noise present even when there is no light input and 2) the induced dark 
current. This contribution is visible as a large peak preceding the signal spectrum as 
shown in Figure 4.9 and is referred to as the pedestal. 
4.5 Effects of Magnetic Fields 
Photomultiplier tubes are in general very sensitive to magnetic fields. They are even 
sensitive to the earth's magnetic field of 0.03 mT. The most sensitive part is the collection 
system where the trajectories are the longest. In the worst case an electron is deviated 
enough so that it does not reach the first dynode. Figure 4.10 shows the different effects 
of the magnetic field on the gain of a tube with (a) linear focusing dynodes and (b) 
Venetian-blind dynodes in which cases: 
. The anode current decreases as the magnetic flux increases. 
. The influence of the field is least when oriented along the axis of the tube. 
• Long exposure can result in the magnetisation of some parts of the tube. 
High permeability materials such as It-metal, an 80% nickel-iron alloy specially designed 
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(a) 	 (b) 
Figure 4.10: Relative gain variation as a function of magnetic field for (a) a tube with 
linear focusing dynodes and (b) for a tube with Venetian-blind dynodes. Curve 1 and 2 are 
for an applied transverse field and curve 3 for a longitudinal field [30]. 
should extend about one diameter beyond the cathode plane in order to avoid edge effects. 
If the tube is operated at negative polarity, the shielding must be completely insulated 
from the glass or connected to the cathode potential via a protective resistor. 
4.6 Multianode Photomultiplier Thbes 
4.6.1 Properties of the MaPMT 
Multianode PhotoMultiplier Tubes (MaPMT) are built by the Japanese company Hama-
matsu. The LHCb RICH detector considered the photomultiplier of the R7600-03-M64 
series [53]. Its structure consists of an 8 x 8 array of 64 anodes with a cell granularity of 
2 x 2 mm2 and a 0.3 mm gap separation for a physical size of about 25 x 25 x 20 mm, without 
connecting pins. A schematic is shown in Figure 4.11. Its bi-alkali photocathode is de-
posited on the inside of a 0.8 mm thick semi-transparent UV glass window. The quantum 
efficiency, shown in Figure 4.12, peaks at 22 % for a photon wavelength of 380 nm and has 
a photosensitive energy range of 2.1 to 6.2 eV. 
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Figure 4.12: Quantum efficiency distri-








Once the photons have been converted to photoelectrons they are focused towards the 
amplification stage using a mask of 75 tm thin wires kept at the same potential as the 
photocathode. Each pixel has two rectangular slit entry windows as sketched in Figure 
4.13. They are approximately 1.8 x 0.5 mm  and are separated by a catwalk of 0.5 mm 
overlayed by the focusing wires. The electron amplification, as illustrated in Figure 4.11 
consists of an array of 12-stage dynode chains, one for each pixel. The gain of the MaPMT 
is about 3 x 105 e at 800V and can be controlled via the dynode resistor chain. The am-
plification level of each dynode was set to the default values provided by the manufacturer 
as shown in table 4.1. The divider chain was used in the negative potential configuration 
as illustrated in Figure 4.5 b). 
Dynode PC 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 A 
Resistor 	R1 R2 R3 R4 Rs R€ 	R8 1?9 Rio R11 R12 RA 
R[105kcI]t 	
3221111111 	1 	2 	5 
Table 4.1: Values of the resistors R used for the divider chain. PC is the photocathode 
and A is the Anode. 
There is also a 8-dynode stage MaPMT with an amplification gain of 0.5 x 10 ,5 . This version 
became available later and it was of interest for LHCb because the signal directly fitted 
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the range of the electronics developed for the read out. The 8-dynode stage were used 
along side the 12-dynode stage MaPMTs in the testbeam study described in Chapter 7. 
MaPMT 
old focusing 	 new focusing 
111111 111111 
1 : 1 10111 	I :IIiIflI! 
Figure 4.13: The mask of focusing wires (red) and the mask entry windows (yellow) in 
front of the dynode chains (black) for the old and the new focusing types. Also sketched is 
the distance of the focusing grid brought closer to the entry windows. 
4.6.2 Models Used for the Magnetic Field Studies 
Two types of MaPMTs have been used for the magnetic field studies of Chapter 5. The 
"old 9C" series used for the 1999 testbeam [20] and the "new" 9K series. The "new" tube 
differs in the layout of its focusing wires in order to improve the homogeneity at the edge 
pixel for a better pulse height and collection efficiency. As shown in Figure 4.13 the new 
focusing has indeed an additional wire running along the edge of the structure with also 
a mask brought closer to the dynode chain. 
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measurements on their sensitivity to magnetic fields and on the extend to which they could 
be shielded. 
5.1 Measurement Setup 
5.1.1 Apparatus 
The behaviour of MaPMTs in magnetic fields has been tested with the setup shown in 
Figure 5.1. It consists of a magnet capable of producing an axial magnetic field of up to 
900 mT in a 12 cm wide gap. The current needed to produce a given magnetic field was 
calibrated with a Hall probe and the measurements have been kept in the 0 to ±35 mT 
range in which the hysteresis of the magnet could be neglected. The upper value of the 
range is dictated by the field value above which no signal is readable from the MaPMT. 
The opening is wide enough to place the MaPMT tube in any of the directions of the tubes 
coordinate system. The z-axis of the MaPMT is defined as the axis perpendicular to the 
photocathode. Unless otherwise stated the measurements were taken with the magnetic 
ON 
V 
Figure 31; Magnet and MaPMI housing(Sec Appendix A.I for an enlarged view of the 
opened housing with the MaPMT). The z-axis is defined as perpendicular to the photocath-
ode of the tube, x is the horizontal transverse axis and y the vertical transverse axis. 
Chapter 5 
Multianode Photomultiplier Tube 
Signal Response in Magnetic 
Fields 
A major step in the development of the RICH system has been the re-optimisation of 
the LHCb detector. Tracking stations situated in the magnet have been discarded and 
additional magnetic field has been required between the VELO and the TT stations in 
order to improve the Level-1 trigger performance. 
As a result the iron shielding plate, which was located between RICHi and the magnet, 
was removed. This caused an increase of the magnetic field from an anticipated 1.5 mT 
to 60 mT in the region of RICH1. In these conditions, the photodetectors could not be 
operated and a magnetic shield box surrounding the structure was designed. Downstream 
of the magnet, the magnetic field in the region of RICH2 however remained the same at 
about 14 mT. No modification to the RICH2 protecting structure has been required. The 
challenge of the RICH1 shielding structure has been to provide adequate protection for the 
photodetector, targeting a magnetic field of less than 2.5 mT at the photomultiplier plane. 
The task had been made more complicated in that no decision had been made between 
which of the two competing types of photodetector to use: the Hybrid PhotoDetector 
prototype (HPD)[36] or the Multianode PhotoMultiplier Tubes (MaPMT). 
While previous measurements in magnetic fields up to 3 mT [40] showed the capability 
of using shielded MaPMT as photodetectors, it became very important to obtain better 
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field parallel to the MaPMT z-axis. 
A separate housing was designed to accommodate the readout and to provide a light tight 
environment for the MaPMT. A ring of four blue LEDs with a wavelength of 430 nm 
was used as light source, see the housing inside view in Appendix A.1. The end of the 
aluminium box is fitted with white paper to diffuses the light. This provided a sufficiently 
homogeneous light distribution at the M&PMT window. 
5.1.2 Front-end Electronics 
The MaPMT was coupled to a Front-end board via kapton cables. The Front-end board 
multiplexes the analogue signal using an Analogue Pipeline Voltage application chip 
(APVm) [50] implemented as an Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC). It is 
a radiation-hard front-end circuit from the APV series designed for the CMS inner detec-
tor [52]. The circuits deals with signals approximately 10 times smaller than those from an 
MaPMT which thus had to be attenuated using a AC coupler integrated on the Front-end 
board seen in the schematic of Figure 5.2. 
The board can accommodate two MaPMTs at once and hence the ASIC receives 128 
signals which, after digitisation, are multiplexed at 20 MHz into one interlaced analogue 
data output shown in Figure 5.3. A 12 bit control header containing the pipe line addresses 
2*MaPMT and I Kaptons 
I( 
bleeder board 
(128 channels) I 





AC-coupler I 	 APVm 
Amplifier 
12 F :1 Shaper 
• IF 	L— Pipeline 
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trigger and reset 
Power 
Lines 
Figure 5.2: A schematic of the Front-end board, the APVm ASIC and the AC-coupler [20]. 
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Figure 5.3: Example of the APVm ASIC output after digitisation /201. The header and 
pipe address bits appear on the left-hand side of the frame. A Photon signal is visible at 
sample number 45 
at which the data were stored and an ASIC error flag precede the data frame. Control 
voltages and currents can be set individually via an 12 C control link [51] fanned out by 
an interface board capable of driving eight front-end boards. 
5.2 Data Acquisition 
5.2.1 Data Acquisition Electronics 
The data acquisition consists of a VME (Versa Module Europa) based system which drives 
the Front-end electronics. The different modules and their relationship are given in Figure 
5.4. 
An individual pulse generator synchronises the LED light and a SEQSI (Sequencer for use 
in Silicon readout Investigation). The SEQSI then generates a 40 MHz clock signal and 
triggers the APVm ASIC with a 25 ns LVDS pulse. The signal is used to trigger the Front 
End Digitiser (FED) to digitise the data frame. The FED is a PCI Mezzanine type card 
(PCM) which was designed as a prototype module for the CMS inner tracker. A separate 
level changer board performs a level shifting and amplifying to fit the PCM dynamic range. 
The level changer also differentiates and converts the trigger signal to LVDS. An APVm 
reset pattern is sent at the end of the data taking time through the SEQSI which empties 
the pipeline. The FED returns the data via a VME-PCI interface (ACAL:midas) and the 
memory mapping of the VME address can then be read with the data acquisition PC via 
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Figure 5.4: A schematic of the APVm based read-out electronic and the data acquisition 
system. The components in the dashed box are placed in the magnetic field. 
the PCI-VME card. The data acquisition is controlled by a LabView interface on an NT 
windows PC machine. 
5.2.2 Protocol 
For the purpose of the data taking, the high voltage of the MaPMT was set to -1000 V. 
The trigger rate at the pulser was chosen to be 1 kHz and exactly 24558 events were taken 
per run. The magnetic field was varied in the range of 0 mT to ±35 mT: in steps of 1 mT 
up to ±10 mT and in steps of 5 mT thereafter. The procedure was as follows: First a 
pedestal run was taken for which the LEDs were switched off. Then a measurement at a 
magnetic field of 0 mT was taken with the amount of light adjusted to a level such that for 
each individual MaPMT channel a signal occurred in 20-30 % of the events. The sequence 
of measurements followed a hysteresis curve: first a series of data were taken by increasing 
the negative magnetic field from zero to its maximum value and decreasing it back to zero 
(15 values per direction). After switching the polarity of the magnet power supply another 
pedestal run was taken and the procedure was repeated for positive magnetic fields. 
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5.2.3 Experimental difficulties 
The main issue met during data taking was the synchronisation of the APVm with the 
FED. The trigger signals were not as well defined as in an ideal setup and this became a 
problem at the level of the LVDS conversion. Figure 5.5 shows signals recorded with an 
oscilloscope. 
The first trace 1) is the APVm data frame on which a photon signal from the MaPMT 
can been seen. The APVm sends two triggers shown in trace 2): the first to enable the 
FED before the 5th  header bit and the second to disable it after the 128th  data bit. Traces 
3) and 4) show the negative and positive output of the LVDS signal. Trace 2 displays 
the differentiated signal and is phased zoomed at 20 ns/Div in B) with an additional level 
zoom at 0.50 V/Div. The signal is "-' 1.6 V large. The signal from the LVDS trigger was 
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Figure 5.5: Screen shot of the LVDS trigger setup synchronising the APVm data frame 
with the FED [54]. 
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two variable capacitors controlling the time delay and the offset. It had to be shaped so 
that the pulse would be 15 ns to 25 ns wide while at the same time no second pulse would 
be generated at the end of the data frame in trace C). 
The difficulty arose in that the signal adjustment could not be maintained reliably over 
a long time, causing a loss of trigger during the sequence of data taking. The data 
would then have to be retaken from the beginning. This is notably due to a temperature 
dependence. A stable configuration would only be achieved after the warm up of the VME 
crate. A room temperature above 25°C was also a problem making the calibration almost 
impossible. The data taking went on despite this unsolved problem and not without 
frequent frustrations. 
5.3 Data Analysis and Results 
5.3.1 Data Processing 
The recorded raw data were transferred and analysed on a computer cluster running a 
Linux operating system. After removing multiple consecutive copies of the event and 
overflowed channels that may occur, each run undergoes an event-by-event common mode 
correction described in [20] aimed at correcting for the signal uttering which caused time-
dependent shifts in the pedestals of each channel. Afterwards, a Gaussian fit was applied 
around the pedestal region of each channel. Using the fit results for the pedestal position, 
Qo, and width, c, a threshold value Qo  + 5o was defined for each channel. All entries 
above the threshold cut were regarded as signal from a photoelectron. The signal fraction, 
i.e. the ratio of signals to all events, was tuned to be within 20-30 % for the average of the 
64 channels of a tube for no external field. Figure 5.6 shows the signal spectrum of a single 
channel at 0 mT with the signal area shaded. A "shoulder" is visible between the pedestal 
peak and the signal plateau, between about 35 and 60 ADC counts, which is attributed to 
electronic cross-talk as will be discussed in section 5.3.3. The right hand side of Figure 5.6 
also shows a map of an MaPMT indicating the signal fraction (in percentages) measured 
for the 64 channels. Channels with problems were masked and were not used for the 
analysis. This was acceptable as only the average of all signal values added together was 
considered. This was always true for channel 48 which had a problem in the front-end 
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Figure 5.6: Left: the spectrum of channel 30 with the signal fraction shaded; Right: the 
signal fractions (in percentages) measured for the 8x 8 channels of an MaPMT. 
electronics resulting in a double pedestal peak. But channels which suffered from low 
gain (channels 13, 19, 51, 60 in Figure 5.6) were also excluded. A set of data is given in 
Appendix A.2 as an example. 
5.3.2 Global Signal Fraction 
The global signal fraction of the MaPMT is defined as the average of the individual signal 
fractions of all good channels of an MaPMT. To study the behaviour in the magnetic field 
the global signal fraction is then normalised to the value obtained for zero external field. 
In the case of a longitudinal field, shown in Figure 5.7 (top), the global signal fraction starts 
to decrease as soon as a magnetic field is applied. The decrease is to a good approximation 
proportional to the magnetic field strength, and it is slightly stronger for positive fields 
up to 10 mT. The signal fraction drops to 90 % around 2 mT, and to 80 % between 3.5 mT 
and 4.0 mT. 
In the case of transverse fields, shown in Figure 5.7 (bottom), only the x-direction has been 
tested. This confirms previous tests on lower magnetic fields made up to 3 mT [20] where 
it was shown that the y-direction does behave in a very similar manner. The MaPMT 
is almost insensitive to transverse magnetic fields up to ±20 mT where the global signal 
fraction decreases only by less than 10 %. At higher fields the signal starts to drop sharply. 
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Figure 5.7: The global signal fraction of a unprotected MaPMT for (top) fields in the longi-
tudinal axis (tube 9K20C3) and for (bottom) fields in the transversal axis (tube 9C24 Cl). 
5.3.3 Signal Fraction Groups of Rows and Columns 
To learn about the pattern of signal response in different regions of the MaPMT the signal 
fraction has been studied for rows and columns of channels. A row of an MaPMT is defined 
by eight adjacent channels in the horizontal (x-axis), using the channel map of Figure 5.6. 
For example, row 2 is formed by channels 9 to 16. The signal fraction is averaged over 
the channels of a row or a column, respectively, and then normalised to the measurements 
without field. Results for longitudinal negative magnetic fields are displayed in Figure 5.8. 
To guide the eye the measurements for eight columns or rows taken at the same magnetic 
field are connected by a line. In the case of columns a progressive loss of the signal fraction 
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Figure 5.8: Normalised signal fraction for columns and rows versus column and row num-
ber, respectively. Points taken at the same field are joined by a dashed line to guide the 
eye. 
is observed which is roughly proportional to the field strength until virtually no signal is 
measured anymore at 25 mT. The behaviour is very similar for all columns, and it matches 
the dependence of the global signal fraction plotted in Figure 5.7. For rows of MaPMT 
channels, a different behaviour of the signal fraction versus magnetic field is observed. The 
rows on top (row 1) and the bottom of the tube (row 8) exhibit a decrease of the signal 
fraction which is much stronger than for the rows in the centre of the tube. This rapid 
loss of signal in the top and bottom rows of the MaPMT has been identified as a feature 
of the tube itself [20]. 
The signals in row 5 are subject to a strong asymmetric, i.e. one-way, cross-talk from signals 
of row 1. This behaviour was identified in the APVm readout in [20] and it is attributed 
to cross-talk internal to the APVm chip. This effect was verified by the application of a 
mask in front of the MaPMT which covered all but the channels of row 1. As shown in 
Figure 5.9, a cross-talk in excess of 50% from the channels of row 1 to row 5 is observed. 
In the other direction no significant cross-talk is observed. This means that a loss of signal 
in row 1 will appear as loss in row 5 as seen in Figure 5.8. 
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To better illustrate the results of Figure 5.8, the 	Poicentage of fighl por MAPMT 
normalised signal fraction against the applied mag- 	
R  
50 
netic field has been plotted in Figure 5.10 for a set of 
selected rows of pixels of tube 9C20A2. The signal 	
40 
fraction of row 3 (squares) decreases by less than 
10% up to longitudinal fields of 5 mT. A very simi- 	RS 
lar behaviour is observed for all other non-edge rows 
10 
(2 to 7). This implies that three quarters of the  
MaPMT channels are rather insensitive to longitu- 
dinal fields up to 5 mT. However, the top (triangles) 
and bottom rows (filled bullets) lose up to 50% of 
Figure 5.9: Cross-talk between row 
 
1 and row 5. 
the signal at 3 mT. The top and bottom rows of 
the MaPMT are sensitive to fields above 1 mT. Also shown is the averaged global signal 
fraction (open bullets) which stays above 90% up to fields of about 2 mT. 
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Figure 5.10: Normalised signal fraction against the longitudinal negative magnetic field for 
rows 1, 3, 8 and for the global average. 
5.3.4 Nature of the Losses 
In order to investigate the nature of the loss in the MaPMT, the gain of the tube has been 
estimated by calculating the centre of gravity (COG), also called the first moment of the 
Col population 
1.2 
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Figure 5.11: Centre of gravity of signal hits for columns and rows versus column and row 
number, respectively. Points taken at the same field are joined by a dashed line to guide 
the eye. 







where a is the position of the threshold, i is the channel number, E2 is the value of the 
channel and N is the total number of entries above the five sigma cut. The average of all 
COGs is calculated for the channels of a row or column, respectively. Again the results 
are normalised using the measurement for no external magnetic field as reference. 
The results in Figure 5.11 show that the COG decreases significantly less than the signal 
fraction displayed in Figure 5.8. The average loss of gain is less than 10% for longitudinal 
fields up to 5 mT. This suggests that the decline of the signal fraction with increased 
magnetic field has to be predominantly attributed to primary photoelectrons being lost 
before the entry to the dynode structure. A smaller fraction of the signal is lost due to a 
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Figure 5.12: Signal spill-over for longitudinal fields for channels adjacent to row 5 (of  tube 
9K20C3); Top: channels of row 4, Bottom: channels of row 6; lines connect the results 
for each pixel to guide the eye. 
5.3.5 Transverse Spill-Over 
The spill-over of signal into neighbouring channels due to the external magnetic field was 
also studied. A pinhole mask was placed in front of the MaPMT leaving only the pixels 
in row 5 exposed to LED light. Then the signal fraction of the channels adjacent to 
the top and bottom of an illuminated channel was regarded. It was normalised by the 
signal fraction of the illuminated channel and displayed as a function of the magnetic 
field in longitudinal and transverse direction. An increase of this ratio to one side of the 
illuminated channel would indicate a spill-over of signal to the neighbour. This could 
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Figure 5.13: Signal spill-over for transverse fields for channels adjacent to row 5 (of tube 
9K20C3); Top: channels of row 4, Bottom: channels of row 6; lines connect the results 
for each pixel to guide the eye.) 
happen by photoelectrons emitted from the cathode being diverted to the entry window 
of the neighbouring channel or by the distortion of the electron trajectories between the 
dynodes resulting in a charge sharing of the two adjacent channels. 
Figure 5.12 shows the spill-over values for longitudinal magnetic fields where values for the 
same pixels are connected by a line to guide the eye. The signal fraction map from the set of 
data taking can be found in Appendix A.3. At least up to 10 mT the ratio of signal fractions 
stays stable, i.e. no signal spill-over is found. Beyond 15 mT the absolute number of signals 
in the spectra becomes so low that the statistical error becomes to big to draw a conclusion 
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in that region. The behaviour of channel 25 differs from the other channels for which no 
explanation can be given, but it is likely that the pinhole was not well centred on this pixel. 
Values for the transverse magnetic fields are shown in Figure 5.13 where again the values 
for each pixel are connected by a line to guide the eye. The signal fraction map from the 
set of data taking can be found in Appendix A.4. In this case the region of a stable ratio 
of the signal fractions extends up to 25-30 mT for the upper row or 15-20 mT for the lower 
row. This is consistent with the extended region of small signal loss for the transverse 
fields as shown in Figure 5.7. In conclusion again no sign of a signal spill-over is seen for 
the region where the measurement is not dominated by small signal fractions and thus 
large statistical fluctuations. As in the case for longitudinal magnetic fields the behaviour 
of channel 25 is different than for the other channels. 
5.4 Effect of Shielding 
The loss of photoelectrons due to a magnetic field has to be below a critical level of 
operation set for the photodetectors of the LHCb RICH detectors. An efficiency of 90 % 
with respect to the case of zero field is required for the recognition of a signal above the 
threshold cut. As demonstrated in Figures 5.7 and 5.10 this limit is already reached with 
a longitudinal field of about 2 to 3 mT. 
The conclusion of Section 5.3.4 confirms the expectation that the MaPMT is most sensitive 
to magnetic fields in the region between the photocathode and the first dynode. Therefore 
the strength of shielding in this region dominates the overall effect of the shields. 
5.4.1 The -metal Shield Prototype 
A solution to protect the tube with a 1z-metal shield has been studied. The prototype for 
the individual shielding of the MaPMTs consisted of a 30 mm wide and 60 mm long square 
tube with a wall thickness of 0.9 mm. The shield was placed around the MaPMT and the 
base, as illustrated in Figure 5.14. To test whether the single shield would possibly start 
to saturate, measurements were carried out with a second shield of the same thickness 
placed around the first. 
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Figure 5.14: The it-metal shield around the MaPMT and base. 
The influence of the photocathode position within the shield has been studied for a recess 
of 20 and 13 mm with respect to the end of the shield. The measurements taken with a 
recess of only 13 mm were directly comparable with the measurements taken in [20] and 
are closer to a preferred solution for a final system. In that system the single base will be 
replaced by a bleeder board serving several MaPMTs so that the individual shields around 
the MaPMTs have to end at the rear side of the MaPMT. 
5.4.2 Global Signal Fraction 
Measurements have been made for the "old" (9C20A2) as well as the "new" (9K20C3) 
focusing type. Data were taken for the most critical case of longitudinal magnetic fields. 
The measurements are summarised in Figures 5.15 and 5.16 for the "old" and "new" 
tube respectively in the case of an unshielded MaPMT as a reference, in the case of the 
application of a single shield and finally for the additional application of a second shield. 
The MaPMT with the new focusing layout (9K20C3) is slightly more sensitive than the 
old type (9C20A2), e.g. at ±10 mT the signal fraction for the old and new type is reduced 
to 60% and 50%, respectively. The difference in sensitivity also vanishes when an 
individual p-metal shield is applied. In both cases, a signal fraction of 60% is found 
for magnetic fields of ±20 mT and the two types behave similarly up to ±10 mT. For the 
case of a 13 mm recess, the limit of a 10% drop in the signal fraction is reached at about 
±8 mT. For the case of a 20 mm recess this limit is reached beyond ±10 mT. At ±10 ruT 
the signal fraction drops by about 5%. 
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Figure 5.15: Normalised signal fraction for tube 9C20A2 with and without shielding as a 
function of the magnetic field, for the full range (top) and zoomed into the ±15 m  range 
(bottom). 
By applying a second sheath of IL-metal one increases the magnetic flux which can be 
drawn away from the position of the MaPMT and thus one extends the range of fields 
under which it can be operated. As the second shield has a larger diameter it should be 
less efficient than the first shield. This is visible in Figure 5.15. No significant difference 
is found in the range ±10 mT where the first sheath already provides efficient shielding. 
Beyond that the second sheath improves the total shielding power but it does not double 
the range for which a certain level of signal fraction can be achieved. 
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Figure 5.16: Normalised signal fraction for tube 9K2008 with and without shielding as a 
function of the magnetic field, for the full range (top) and zoomed into the ±15mT range 
(bottom). 
In the interesting region of fields within ± 10 mT the positive effect of a recess of 20 mm 
in comparison with a recess of 13 mm is much more favourable than the addition of extra 
shielding material. Only if the environment provides fields beyond ±10 mT would thicker 
shields have to be incorporated to the design of the RICH photodetectors. 
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5.5 Conclusions 
MaPMTs are most sensitive to external magnetic fields perpendicular to the entry window. 
Compared to that the sensitivity to magnetic fields along the perpendicular axes is small. 
The loss of signal fraction is below 10% for magnetic fields up to 20 mT (200 G) and can 
be neglected. The loss of signal in the longitudinal field is predominantly due to electrons 
lost between the photocathode and the entry window of the dynode structure. A smaller 
fraction is lost due to a reduction in signal gain, i.e. electrons lost further down the dynode 
chain. The signal loss is not uniform over the sensitive area of the tube. The most affected 
channels are the top and the bottom rows of the tube (Hamamatsu channel labelling). No 
signs were found for spill-over induced by the magnetic field. 
By requiring a maximum average signal loss of 10 % MaPMTs need shielding for longi-
tudinal magnetic fields equal or larger than 2.0 mT. However, the centre rows are quite 
insensitive to magnetic fields up to 5.0 mT and most of the losses are in the top and 
bottom rows which are already sensitive to magnetic fields of 1.0 mT. The magnetic field 
integral at the photodetector plane of RICH1 is expected to be 2.5 mT and MaPMTs hence 
need ri-metal shielding to stay below the average 10% required loss. Efficient shielding of 
the MaPMT can be provided with a 0.9 mm individual j-metal shield and the operational 
range of the tubes can be extended to higher magnetic fields. With a recess of the MaPMT 
window of 13 mm the average signal loss stays below 10% up to about ±8 mT. With a 
recess of 20 mm the operational range can be extended even more to about ±12 mT, and 
the signal loss is significantly reduced compared to the case of a 13 mm recess. If the 
MaPMTs needs to be operated in an environment beyond ±lOmT additional p-metal 
should be foreseen to draw away more of the magnetic flux, e.g. twice the wall thickness 
for magnetic fields up to about ±20 mT. 
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Chapter 6 
MaPMT shielding Optimisation 
Using Finite Element Analysis 
The study detailed in Chapter 5 demonstrated the 
feasibility of protecting Multianode PhotoMultipli-
ers Tubes (MaPMTs) using shielding for magnetic 
fields up to 2 mT. The p-metal shield was 60 mm 
long and 0.9 mm thick using a 13 mm and 20 mm 
extrusion from which the 13 mm was shown to be 
sufficient. It was foreseen to mount the photodetec-
tors on the RICH system in arrays of 4 x 4 MaPMTs 
as shown in Figure 6.1, in which a grid of p-metal 
sheets will be made an integral part of the structure. 
A Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is attempted to Figure 6.1: A 4x4  MaPMT mod-
optimise the length of the shield and to establish the ule mounted with lenses and showing 
behaviour of the shielding when mounted in arrays. the shielding separations in a cut. 
After a brief introduction to FEA, the validity of 
the simulation is verified. The optimum single shield length is studied before investigating 
two solutions for the case of a wider shield for the 4x4 MaPMT array. 
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Figure 6.2: One quarter OPERA simulation of the shield: Left: base plan cut with the 
sub-divisions from which the shield is extruded to form the one quarter 3D structural view 
shown on the right. 
6.1 About FEA and OPERA8 
The Finite Element Analysis method (FEA) is based on the division of a model into 
smaller volumes (finite elements) in which the relevant phenomenon can be described in 
terms of simple equations. Conditions at nodes where elements meet are simplified using 
boundary conditions forming so called nodal shape functions usually expressed in terms 
of the local coordinate system of the element for further simplification. These functions 
are then used as a basis for alternative procedures such as least squares or variational 
methods which can be used to solve Maxwell's equations. The strength of the method is 
its flexibility as elements can have various shapes to adapt to any geometry. 
The analysis has been conducted with the commercial software package OPERA8 [55] 
which includes a pre-processor and a post-processor to solve the equations. 
The pre-processor is used to define the volumes of the geometry. The user first defines 
a base plane, Figure 6.2 (left), from which the volumes are extruded to create a mesh, 
Figure 6.2 (right). The smaller the volumes the better the accuracy but also the more 
computing time intensive the analysis is. Hence meshing is always a work of compromise 
in which the user decides where the accuracy can be traded. Boundary conditions defining 
the direction of the field are then applied in order to release the work of the post-processor. 
This is essential in order to easily link magnetic materials carrying source currents (the 
shield) and the other volumes (air). Another way to improve speed is to consider the 
symmetry of the system, hence the models treated here are one quarter simulations where 
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Figure 6.3: Magnetisation (BH) curve of the p-metal used for the simulation showing the 
change in the magnetic field as the field magnitude (flux density) inside the metal increases 
[86]. 
the symmetry is applied at the level of the post-processor. 
Once the model has been defined it is treated by the post-processor TOSCA, which solves 
Maxwell's equations according to the values of the external fields and symmetry conditions 
that have been set. 
6.2 Experimental Validity 
The validity of the simulation has been verified for a OPERA8 representation of an actual 
shield placed in a quasi-Helmholtz coil'. 
6.2.1 The Experiment 
The experimental setup shown in Figure 6.4, consists of the quasi-Helmholtz coil in which 
the p-metal shield is placed. The shield is the same as used in Chapter 5: the 0.9 mm thick 
sheath is 30 mm wide and 60 mm long. Although care has been taken for the alignment, 
the misalignments between the sliding bridge, the coil support, the holding arm and the 
shield can be estimated to be of the order of 2 mm at most. 
'The separation between the two coils was not exactly one coil radius. 
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Figure 6.5: The OPERA 8 simulation showing the Helmholtz coil and the shield at the 
centre. 
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6.2.2 OPERA Simulation of the Experiment 
The simulation consists of two coils and a p-metal shield. Only one quarter of the shield 
has been drawn to take advantage of the symmetry in order to minimise the computing 
time at the post-processor level. 
At the pre-processor stage, the shield is extruded from a 464 x 464 mm base plane shown 
in Figure 6.2. The shield is made from three facets and the remaining defines the plane. 
The properties of the metal are set by the magnetisation curve, shown in Figure 6.3, which 
defines how much flux density, B, results from an increase in flux intensity, H. The sub-
divisions were defined as follow: on the base plane the number of sub-divisions for the 
ji-metal facets have been set to 16 with the top corner defined to 4. The rest of the plane 
was set to 44. For the extrusion the first layer was divided into 20 divisions, the second 
containing the p-metal shield into 32 and the third into 20. 
Each coil was made with two demi-arcs. In OPERA the coils are made of one conductor 
instead of several loops. The induced magnetic field is defined by the current density ap-
plied. It has been determined using the approximate value for a Helmholtz coil's magnetic 
field B and the definition of the current density j for a coil carrying a current I around N 
circles of radius R and with a cross section (x,y,z) as defined in equation 6.1 
B
8poN*I 	. N * I 	RV-125  
(6.1) 
- 	 zy 8pox2 
In our case, x and y are equal. The study has been carried out for three fields, 100, 20 G 
and 30 G being the maximum field allowed by the experiment. For a radius of 157 mm 
and a cross section of 2 mm the corresponding current densities and OPERA8 magnetic 
field values are summarised in Table 6.1. 
B field j(OPERAS) B Field (OPERA8) 
lOG 0.4365A.mm 2 10.06G 
200 0.8729A.mm 2 20.110 
30G 1.3090A.mm 2 30.17G 
Table 6.1: Current density (j) values used for the definition of the OPERA8 coils for a 
given magnetic field. 
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Figure 6.7 shows the resulting magnetic field map for a cross section along the side of the 
shield and through the middle along the longitudinal plane of the z-axis, as defined in 
Figure 6.5. The B field decreases as it is absorbed in the shield metal until it passes the 
middle of the sheath. After that point the field increases again as it escapes the shield. 
6.2.3 Comparison of the Experiment vs the Simulation 
In the case of the experiment, measurements of the axial magnetic field have been taken 
every 2 m along the central axis (z-axis) for magnetic fields of 10 C. 20 G and 30 C 
at the centre of the coils. The result for a 20 C magnetic field is shown in Figure 6.8. 
Without shield the simulation agrees very well showing that the calculation of the current 
density was accurate enough to determine the magnetic field distribution. Once the shield 
is placed, there is still a good agreement inside the shield. One can see a slight miss-
alignment of the ji-metal shield. However, there is a difference in amplitude outside the 
shield but the shapes between data and simulation agree. This can be caused by the 
difference between the perfect coils and the one in the experiment and hence is not a 
cause of concern. Comparative results for 10 G and 30 C are shown in Appendix B. 
6.3 Single Shield Length Optimisation 
40mm Shield 
Two single shields of different lengths have been exper- 
imentally tested with an MaPMT: a 40 mm long and a 	MaPMT - Glass window  
33 mm long shield. As illustrated in Figure 6.6, the lengths 
have been chosen so that the MaPMT glass window is sit- 
uated at the centre of the shield: 20 mm for the 40 mm 	
20 mm 
long and 13 mm for the 33 mm long shield. The aim of Figure 6.6: Sketch of the 
the following study was to determine what the optimum MaPMT within a 40mm long 
size of the shield was in order to allow for a protection shield. 
similar to the 60 mm long shield. Single shields of 60, 40 and 33 mm lengths in an ambient 
longitudinal (z-axis) magnetic field of 20 C have been simulated. The simulations are all 
very similar. 
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Figure 6.7: Field map of the z- component of the magnetic field for a cross section of the It-
metal shield along the side and through the middle for the longitudinal plane of the z-axis. 
The ambient magnetic field is 20 G, 
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Figure 6.9: OPERA8 3D view of a 40mm long 1LL-metal shield in a longitudinal (z-axis) 
magnetic field of 20 G showing the magnetic field in the material. 
Figure 6.10: Field shape inside the 40mm shield at the 13 mm recess for a ambient mag-
netic field of 20 G. 
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They use the symmetry of the shield to compute only one quarter of the geometry in the 
volume. The model is then extruded according to the length of the shield keeping the air 
volume which forms the boundaries identical. The three simulations have been compared 
for several positions away from the front of the shield where the glass window would be. 
These are 13 mm, 20 mm and in the middle of the shield in the z direction. The field 
has been taken for a slice inside the shield forming a square surface across the x-axis as 
illustrated in Figure 6.10 for the 40 mm shield shown in Figure 6.9. 
Shield length 13 mm cut 20 mm cut Middle cut 
60mmat 200 4.9G 1.70 0.6G 
60mmat 1500 40.80 24.7G 25.1G 
40mm at 200 4.50 2.65G 
40 mm at 150G 33.8G 19.9G 
33 mm at 200 5.00 N.A. 4.3G 
33 mm at 1500 37.60 N.A 32.30 
Table 6.2: Maximum simulated magnetic field values inside an individual single shield. 
The maximum values obtained for different configurations are listed in table 6.2 and allow 
us to draw the following conclusions: 
. The 33 mm shield performance is comparable to the 13 mm cut on the 60 mm shield. 
. The 40 mm shield in the middle is worse than the 60 mm long shield but it is better 
than the 13 mm cut on the 33 mm shield. 
. The 40 mm shield at 13 mm is comparable to the 13 mm cut on the 60 mm shield. 
6.4 4x4 MaPMT with a Wide Shield 
A solution to shield a 4x4 MaPMT array is to use a shield as wide as the array as 
illustrated in Figure 6.11. The FEA analysis has been carried out by varying the length 
and the width of the shield for a ambient longitudinal (z-axis) magnetic field of 20 C. The 
maximum magnetic field values were then analysed at the middle and at the MaPMT 
plane, 20 mm inside the shield as if mounted with the lenses. 
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Shield (length/thickness) Centre plane MaPMT plane 
40mm/0.9mm 16.6G 
40mm/1.8mm 16.5G 
75mm/1.8mm 11.3G 12.80 
100mm/1.8mm 8.00 12.0G 
150 mm / 1.8 mm 3.70 14.00 
200mm/1.8mm 1.60 16.4G 
Table 6.3: Maximum magnetic field values inside a 4x4  MaPMT array wide shield in an 
ambient longitudinal magnetic field of 20 C. 
As shown in Table 6.3 displaying the results, a 40 mm long and 0.9 mm thick shield is not 
viable anymore. Doubling the thickness does not make any significant difference and the 
length of the shield has to be of the order of 150 mm before reaching values similar to the 
small individual shield solution. 
6.5 4x4 MaPMT with a 4x4 Shield Array 
The feasibility of using an array of p-metal instead of a wide shield covering all MaPMTs 
has been simulated for a 40 mm and a 33 mm length with a 0.9 mm thickness for the case of 
a longitudinal field. The simulation is shown in Figure 6.12. Table 6.4 shows the magnetic 
field strengths obtained for the three positions defined in Figure 6.12. For a longitudinal 
field of 20 G, the central values are similar to the case of a single individual shield while the 
values at 150 G are smaller. An ambient transverse field of 20 G has also been simulated 
and values do not exceed 2 G. Hence one concludes that the 4x4 shield array is as capable 
as the single individual shield with the same lengths and provides adequate protection. 
Shield Position 1 Position 2 Position 3 
40mm at 200 2.25G 2.110 1.970 
33 mm at 20 G 3.75 G 3.550 3.37 G 
40 mm at 1500 16.900 15.850 14.80G 
33 mm at 150G 17.87G 26.630 25.08 0 
Table 6.4: Maximum magnetic field values at the centre of a 4x4 shield array in a longi-
tudinal field for positions defined in Figure 6.12 
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Figure 6.11: OPERA  3D view of a 40mm long and 1.8mm thick wide shield in a 20G 
longitudinal (z-axis) magnetic field showing the magnetic field inside the material. 
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Figure 6.12: OPERA 8 3D view of a 40 mm long shield array in a 20 C longitudinal (z-axis) 
magnetic field showing the magnetic field inside the material. 
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6.6 Conclusions 
The requirement to protect the MaPMTs from magnetic fields of 2 mT (20 G) implies that 
the field on the MaPMT window should not exceed 0.5 mT (5 C) within the shield as 
shown by table 6.2. 
The FEA simulation showed that a 33 mm long single shield provides adequate protection. 
However, the 40 mm long shield is preferred as the MaPMT would be placed further away 
from edges effects visible in Figure 6.4. The use of a wider shield for a 4 x 4 array of 
MaPMT would be viable with a length over 100 mm. The shield array is better than the 
wide sheath as it is directly comparable to a single individual shield. As a result two 
shield array prototypes of 33 mm and 44 mm have been built to be experimentally tested. 
At this time, the decision to go with the HPD solution as photodetectors for the LHCb 
experiment, instead of the MaPMT, meant the closure of the project and no further tests 
have been carried out. 
Chapter 7 
MaPMTs Testbeam Performances 
The performances of MaPMTs were measured in a testbeam which showed their viability 
as photodetector for the LHCb experiment [20]. However at the time the MaPMTs were 
read out using the custom electronics described in Chapter 5 which did not fulfil the LHCb 
requirements for standardisation. In the previous chapter we showed that the MaPMT 
passed the magnetic constraints. The next step was to study the MaPMT response using 
the actual electronics specially developed to accommodate the 40 MHz read out in the 
high radiation environment of the LHCb experiment. 
The following analysis presents the performance of a 3 x 3 array of 8-dynode stage MaPMTs 
equipped with lenses in a testbeam at CERN. In a first step the detected number of photons 
per event is determined from a testbeam simulation. The simulation is then compared to 
the testbeam results. 
RICH I vessel prototype 
Sill 
MaPMT plane 




Figure 7.1: Sketch of the testbeam layout showing the three Silicon Telescopes (SiT1, SiTe, 
SiTS) and the RICH1 prototype with the MaPMT array plane. 
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Figure 7.2: The Sx 3 array of MaPMTs mounted with lenses and equipped with five Board 
Beetle readouts. The MaPMT plane is visible on the top picture. One of the MaPMTs 
(bottom right) was missing. A side view is shown on the bottom picture. 
7.1 Testbeam Description 
7.1.1 Experimental Setup 
The MaPMTs have been experimentally tested at the T9 PS beam facility of CERN. The 
pion particle beam had a momentum of 10 GeV/c with an electron contamination of about 
5%. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 7.1. The beam trajectory was monitored 
using three silicon detector telescopes segmented into a 22 x 22 matrix of square pixels with 
a pitch of 1.3 mm. The read out was provided by twelve (four per telescope plane) 128-
channel amplifier-shaper-multiplexer chips (Viking VA2 ASIC) [58]. The RICH 1 prototype 
[20] consists of a CF4 gas vessel with a 1 m long and a 90 mm cross section forward arm 
from which the particles enter. The radiated Cherenkov photons are then diverted out 
of the acceptance towards the photodetector using a spherical mirror tilted by 18 0 with 
respect to the beam axis. The aluminised-glass mirror has a reflectivity of 90% at 600 nm, 
a diameter of 112 mm and a focal length of 1117 mm. Adjustments to the mirrors position 
- 	 \11P\11 
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can be made using micrometer screws. The photons are transmitted through a quartz 
window sealing the vessel and out onto the M&PMT plane situated 1143 mm away. 
A close packed 3 x 3 array of 8-dynode stage MaPMTs equipped with lenses has been tested. 
The array is shown in Figure 7.2. The MaPMTs are mounted on a bleeder board which 
provides the mechanical support, the HV and the dynode-chain resistor network together 
with a feed through pitch to the readout electronics boards. The MaPMTs are readout in 
pairs using a specially designed "Board Beetle" which provides all the electronics required 
for the operation of the Beetle chip as shown in Figure 7.3. 
Beetle 2 chip 
PC- 
DC otiseL 	 cr 
Figure 7.3: Top and bottom view of the Board Beetle. 
7.1.2 Beetle 1.2 Chip 
The Beetle 1.2 chip [59] is a 128 channel pipelined Application Specific Integrated Circuit 
(ASIC) designed to the LHCb experiment specifications: it is fast and can be operated at 
40 MHz, it is radiation tolerant up to 10 Mrad by the use of CMOS sub-micron technology 
with triple redundant logic. The chip has been designed for several LHCb sub-systems: 
the Vertex Detector, the Inner Tracker and the RICH. A block diagram of the chip is 
shown in Figure 7.4. Each channel is amplified with a low-noise charge sensitive amplifier 
with a optimum signal of 22000 e or one Minimum Ionising Particle (MIP)' for a total 
dynamic range of 10 MIPs. 
'A MU' is the standard reference for the signal of silicon detectors 
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Figure 7.4: A block diagram of the Beetle 1.2 chip [59]. 
The 8-dynode stage MaPMT has an amplification of 50000 e at 800V which fits the 
dynamic range without the need of any level adjuster. The chip can either be used as an 
analogue pipeline chip or in a binary mode in which case it can operate at up to 80 MHz 
allowing to extend its use to other potential experiments. Here it is only used in analogue 
mode. All digital controls and data signals are low voltage differential signals (LVDS) and 
the chip is programmable via a standard 12C interface. The chip is mounted on the Board 
Beetle. 
The Beetlel.2 chip can not directly read 12-dynode stage MaPMTs. The additional 
dynode-stages provide a high amplification which requires level adjustment within the 
Beetlel.2 chip itself. Hence a modified chip, the Beetlel.2MAO, for the use of 12-dynode 
stage MaPMTs has been designed. 
7.1.3 Data Acquisition Setup 
The data acquisition and control is a VME based system, shown in Figure 7.5. Most of its 
major components have been described in Chapter 4. The nine MaPMTs are mounted on 
the Bleeder board which distributes the high voltage. The six Board Beetle are connected 
to the back end, each reading out two MaPMTs. The controls and data are interfaced with 
a single board which distributes the trigger signal and the data frame to the appropriate 
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Figure 7.5: A block diagram of the electronics readout and data acquisition systems. 
hardware. Note that the interface board was not ready on time for the testbeam and a 
customised interface had to be made. The interface board is driven via a LabView PC 
interface. In the testbeam the trigger is provided by a particle beam as it goes through 
two overlaying scintillators plates mounted on the silicon telescopes. A Cherenkov counter 
placed upstream of the first silicon telescope is used to reject electrons. When the SEQSI 
receives the signal it sends clock cycled triggers to the Board Beetle and the FED. The 
FED returns the Board Beetle data and the SEQSI notifies the CORBO. The CORBO 
then sends an interrupt signal to the RIO, which is basically a embedded PC, that reads 
out the data and empties the FED pipeline. Finally data from the Board Beetle and the 
silicon telescopes are saved to disk via the Crate Controller. 
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Figure 7.6: Cumulated hits events in the silicon telescope planes as the beam passes through. 
Bottom left corner is the first plane (SiTell) as defined in Figure 7.1, top left is SiTel2 
and top right is SiTel3. Bottom right shows the coordinate system where the beam is going 
along the z-direction. 
7.2 Beam Divergence 
The particle beam does not arrive perfectly aligned to the axis of the radiator. It traverses 
at a small angle with respect to the reference axis. The beam trajectory varies from event 
to event and this divergence has to be accounted for. Trajectories can be monitored using 
the data registered by the silicon telescope and by fitting a straight line to each hit in the 
three silicon planes. The divergence from the reference point can then be evaluated. A 
code developed for the HPD testbeam [34] has been adapted to the configuration of the 
MaPMT testbeam. In a first step, clusters of four pixels are identified. Events in which 
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Figure 7.7: Residuals to the fitted beam trajectory to silicon hits per clusters. Residuall 
corresponds to plane 1 (blue), residuaL2 to the second plane (red dashed area) and residualS 
to the third (dashed line). 
clusters are greater than four pixels are rejected. Events are only kept when a single cluster 
is found with a hit in each of the three silicon planes. An actual hit position is obtained 
from the ADC weighted centre of gravity of the cluster. It is then converted into a metric 
position using the pixel pitch of 1.3 mm. Figure 7.6 shows the hit positions passing the 
cluster cut in each silicon telescope plane according to the number labelling of Figure 7.1. 
Each event is fitted using a least square method to obtain the best beam trajectory going 
through each plane. This is done independently for zz and yz according to the coordinate 
system defined in Figure 7.6. The mean residual to the line going through the three 
planes, shown in Figure 7.7, is obtained by subtracting the actual hit coordinate to the 
fitted coordinate. The residual is manually minimised to re-align the hit spectrum for 
all planes. Finally the divergence is the angle of the tracks with respect to the z-axis 
for x and y. A final cut can be applied by considering only the hits within the central 
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Figure 7.8: Divergence angles: the dashed regions corresponds to tracks only passing 
through the centre of plane SiTe12 (within 2mm). 
region where most of the hits are. As the beam is most focused in plane SiTe12, see 
Figure 7.6, the cut is applied on that plane, requiring hits within 2 mm around the central 
region. Figure 7.8 shows the divergence distribution with and without the above cut. The 
following conclusions can be drawn: 1) using the central region only, the divergence in 
the x-direction is reduced from 1.39 mrad to 1.29 mrad while it is reduced from 0.76 mrad 
to 0.73 mrad in the y-direction and 2) the beam divergence is two times bigger in the 
x-direction. 
7.3 Testbeam Simulation 
A GEANT4 simulation of the testbeam [56] was implemented. Cherenkov photons are 
emitted in the radiator arm for a 800 mbar CF4 gas at a temperature of 300 K. Figure 
7.9 shows a single pion event travelling upwards. The emitted Cherenkov photons are 
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Figure 7.9: Left: top view of the RICHJ vessel prototype simulated in CEANT4 for a single 
pion event coming from the bottom of the picture. Right: zoom in showing the Cherenkov 
photons reflecting of the mirror onto the MaPMT plane. 
then reflected by the mirror towards the MaPMT plane. The MaPMTs are mounted with 
spherical lenses and hits are registered on the inside of the MaPMT quartz window. The 
quantum efficiency is assumed for normal incidence and the surface reflection is corrected. 
There is no simulation of the gain variation from pixel to pixel. Parameters such as the 
beam divergence can be adjusted. 
The results obtained for the beam divergence were used in this simulation. The average 
number of photon produced for each event was then calculated. Figure 7.10 shows that 
the photon yield, i.e. the number of expected photoelectrons per event is 6.2. In Figure 
7.11 we show the ring for 10 000 cumulated events. The beam divergence is apparent in 
the thickness of the produced Cherenkov ring. As expected from the previous Section 7.2 
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Figure 7.10: Photon yield distribution for 10000 events. 
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Figure 7.11: Cherenkov ring obtained for 10000 events in a CF4 gas radiator. The diver-
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Figure 7.12: Cherenkov photons ring directly obtained from the testbeam at an MaPMT 
voltage of -900 V from 16362 events. Large cross-talk is visible as a wide spread in the 
ring thickness. 
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7.4 Testbeam Analysis 
The MaPMTs were operated at different high voltages from -750 V to -1000 V in steps of 
50V for gain studies. Data were taken with beam particles but also with a LED light 
source shining on all the MaPMTs. The measured pulse height (ADC value) undergoes 
a common mode correction. A hit corresponds to a corrected pulse height exceeding a 5 
sigma cut on the individually fitted pedestal distribution, see Chapter 5. In Figure 7.12 
we show the Cherenkov photons recorded from 16362 events with the MaPMT at -900 V. 
A Cherenkov ring is clearly visible but there is a major difference with the simulation, in 
that the Cherenkov ring is a lot wider, specially on the sides. This is due to cross-talk 
in the electronics of the Board Beetle. The following analysis is aimed at removing the 
cross-talk to obtain a direct measurement of the photon yield in order to compare it to 
the simulation. 
7.4.1 Cross-talk Identification 
The cross-talk was identified using LED runs which provide signals on all pixels. Runs 
taken with the MaPMT at -1000 V produce the largest cross-talk and hence were used for 
its identification. Cross-talk is identified by looking at how the pedestal corrected pulse 
heights H of a hit in pixel x and the pulse heights H of a hit in pixel y vary together 
from event to event. This is done by calculating the correlation coefficient C defined as: 
= cov(x,y) = (H - H. ) (Hy  - Fly ) = HH - lixily 	
(7.1) 
UXCY 	 oa 
where 9x and H are the mean pulse heights, ax and c, are the standard deviations. Pulse 
heights above pedestal in pixel x occurring together with pulse heights above pedestal in 
pixel y are a sign of cross-talk. As a consequence, C will be positive. Figure 7.13 shows the 
correlation coefficients between all 64 pixels of an MaPMT. The diagonal shows of course 
a 100% correlation for the same pixel. The scale of the picture has been set to a maximum 
of 0.25 in order to emphase cross-talk patterns. A clear pattern emerges: the cross-talk is 
mostly horizontal, in that pixel 1 talks to pixel 2, pixel 2 talks to pixel 1 and to pixel 3, 
and so forth. There is also a correlation in the vertical direction for neighbouring pixels. 
However the coefficient is only 0.05 on average as opposed to between 0.15 and more than 
0.25 for horizontal cross-talk. It is also apparent that the horizontal correlation is clustered 
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Figure 7.13: Correlation coefficients between the pulse heights of pixels within one tube. For 
clarity the scale has been truncated to a maximum of 0.25. The diagonal has a correlation 
coefficient of C_—i. 
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Figure 7.14: Cross-talk probabilities for two MaPMTs read out by the same Board Beetle. 
The entries correspond to the probabilities that a signal in pixel x was induced by a hit in 
pixel y. The diagonal (in white) has a probability of P=1. 
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in groups of 8 pixels. For example pixel 8 does not talk to pixel 9 or pixel 16 does not talk 
to pixel 17. The correlation coefficient gives the interdependence of the pixels but it does 
not inform upon the direction of the relationship. It does not say whether it is pixel x 
which induces cross-talk to pixel y or of if it is the other way round. This information can 
be obtained by measuring the following cross-talk probability. For a simultaneous hit in 
pixels z and y, the pixel with the largest pedestal corrected pulse height in that event 
is defined as the true hit and the other pixel is hence considered induced. One defines the 
cross-talk probability P as the ratio of the total number of hits induced in pixel x by pixel 
y to the total number of hits in pixel x: 
Hits in x induced by y 
PX-+y 
= 	Total hits in x 
(7.2) 
Figure 7.14 shows the cross-talk probabilities for one Board Beetle reading out two MaPMTs. 
The centre diagonal shows the 100% cross-talk probability of a pixel x to talk to itself. The 
same pattern as in Figure 7.13 emerges but this time giving information on the direction 
of the cross-talk. It is mainly asymmetric and horizontal. This cross-talk extends across a 
full Board Beetle. This confirms that the cross-talk is caused by the electronics itself and 
not the MaPMT. 
The cross-talk pattern fits the way the Board Bee-  
2/. 
3/. 
tie reads out the MaPMTs and feeds the signal to 	 4 
the Beetlel.2 chip. As can been seen in Figure 7.3,  
the space between the electrical lines at the con- 
7D 
a 
nector of the Beetlel.2 chip is narrowed. The same  
order is used for the multiplexed readout of the Bee- 
tlel.2 chip. Charge sharing can then occur between  
23 
neighbouring lines. Figure 7.15 schematically shows  
the line ordering for two MaPMTs A and B on one 
Board Beetle. The lines are interlaced in groups of 
Beetle Chip 
eight so that pixels 1 to 8 of MaPMT A are fed first Figure 7.15: First 16 connectors 
and then are connected pixels 1 to 8 from MaPMT readout sent to the beetle chip from 
B. Then pixels 9 to 16 of A and then 9 to 16 of MaPMT A and B of the same board. 
B and so forth. The cross-talk will occur between 
1A-2A, 2A-3A-4A etc. This is the horizontal symmetric cross-talk where pixels induce 
signal to their neighbours. The interlacing is clearly visible in the clustering in groups of 8 
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pixels in Figure 7.13 and 7.14. Cross-talk will also occurs between lines where the readout 
switches to the other MaPMT. So one should expect cross-talk for 8A-113, 813-9A, 16A-9B 
and on the other hand no cross-talk for 8A-9A or 813-913. This is reflected in Figure 7.14 
(top left corner and bottom right corner) by the high cross-talk probability for pixels from 
different MaPMTs. The asymmetric cross-talk is believed to be due to spillover in the 
pipelines when the data are serialised. 
7.4.2 Cross-talk Correction 
The cross-talk is corrected by first establishing a map of cross-talk partners from the 
cross-talk probability. Partners are selected for a P>,0.2. This was arbitrary selected so 
that the map conserved the basic features of the cross-talk. The maps are produced for 
the cross-talk probabilities computed for each individual Board Beetle. The last bottom 
right board, see Figure 7.2, was missing for the LED run and hence the top right board 
map was used instead. Figure 7.16 shows an example of cross-talk map partners used. 
The pixel pulse height spectra were then corrected in the beam data by rejecting hits for 
a cross-talk partner with a larger pulse height. In this method the gain for individual 
pixels is assumed to be the same for all pixels. Figure 7.17 shows the signal spectrum 
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Figure 7.16: Cross-talk pixel partners map Figure 7.17: Signal pulse height spectrum be-
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of a pixel before and after cross-talk and pedestal correction (dashed). The pedestal and 
the "shoulder" have been removed. This bump was suspected to be an effect from first 
dynode conversions. This turns out to be a negligible effect and is clearly mainly due to 
cross-talk. 
However this method over-corrects. Hits in pixel x induced by pixel y are removed whilst 
there could have been a genuine hit in both pixel partners. A correction can be applied 
by defining the fraction of hits in pixel x (f1) and pixel y ( fr,) as the ratio of hits in that 
pixel over the total number of events. The fraction of corrected hits for pixel z, will 
then be: 
fcor,x = Ix - fcrosstaik 	 (7.3) 
where f-0k  is the fraction of hits due to the cross-talk correction. f,, -,xf,, y will 
then be proportional to the number of simultaneous true hits removed. If, let us say, the 
number of true hits in x, ftrue,x,  is small and ftru,,y is big then it means that x has fewer 
hits and hence the likelihood of removing simultaneous hits is small. On the other hand 
a large ftrue,y means that is more likely to be induced (remember that they are 
cross-talk partners) and then the product will be small. However if both ftrue,x  and  ftrtie,y 
are large then the product will be bigger reflecting the fact that the simultaneous hits are 
more likely to occur. The total over corrected fraction of signal hits is restored by adding 
this coefficient product: 
ftrue,x = fcor,x + (fcor,y.fcor,x) 	 (7.4) 
where the factor one-half arises from the fact than we correct in only one direction of the 
cross-talk. There is however no way to know the fraction or real hits from the start. Hence 
for a first iteration one uses the cross-talk corrected value f,, x and then re-iterates with 
the result to obtain a better estimate. 
Figure 7.18 shows the Cherenkov ring image for the same data as in Figure 7.12, but 
after cross-talk correction.This demonstrates that the method used removes most of the 
cross-talk. The Cherenkov ring agrees with the simulation of Figure 7.11. We observe the 
beam divergence as the Cherenkov ring is made of two columns of pixel hits on the sides 
and one row for the top and bottom. A likely mis-alignment of the lenses is visible on the 
bottom right MaPMT where there is a drop in signal on the top row. The same occurs 
on the above MaPMT 
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Figure 7.18: Testbeam Cherenkov photon ring at -900 V after cross-talk correction. 
7.4.3 Photon Yield 
The average number of photons per event was calculated from the cumulated corrected 
hits for each pixel for all MaPMTs. The genuine hit correction was then applied and 
restored on average 4% of the total hits. Finally, background hits were removed assuming 
a uniform contribution from scattered Cherenkov light, electronic and detector noise. The 
background could be assumed uniform over the array so that the correponding hits could 
be averaged, MaPMT by MaPMT, over all pixels not lying on the Cherenkov ring. The 
non-ring zone was determined by eye leaving a buffer of one pixel. The same procedure 
was used over all voltage scans in the range of -750 V to -1000 V. 
Figure 7.19 shows the resulting photon yield variation versus the applied MaPMT high 
voltage before and after cross-talk correction. The raw data show that the cross-talk 
increases with the voltage. After correction the curve matches the simulation. Nonetheless 
a slight slope remains. As the high voltage increases, the yield increases from 5.06 + 0.022 
to 7.32 ± 0.027. This is attributed to the fact that a) at large high voltage, cross-talk 
correction is much larger and a possible inefficiency in the procedure will have a larger 
effect b) true signal is lost at lower gain. Due to the large number of events varying 
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Figure 7.19: Photon yield per event as a function of hight voltage for the uncorrected (raw) 
and corrected spectra. 
hence neglected. Table 7.1 shows the photon yield of each tube for the experiment and 
the simulation. The experimental value of 6.19 photoelectrons per event at the nominal 
voltage of -900 V is in good agreement with the 6.24 value predicted by the simulation. 
Hence the 8-dynode stage MaPMTs are a viable solution for the LHCb RICH detectors 
provided cross-talk corrections are applied. 
11 Simulation Testbeam -750 V Testbeam -800 V J Testbeam -850 V 
Photon Yield 0.59 0.98 0.50 0.38 0.93 0.31 0.44 1.01 0.34 0.47 	1.09 	0.35 
per 1.05 0.00 1.01 0.82 0.00 0.85 0.86 0.00 0.89 0.90 	0.00 	0.98 
tube 0.62 0.97 0.51 0.51 0.84 0.42 0.58 0.91 0.42 0.65 	0.96 	0.43 
Total Yield 1 1 6.24 5.06 5.45 5.83 
IF-Tes-tbearn -900 V Testbeam -950V J_Testbeam -1000 V 
Photon Yield 0.53 	1.16 	0.36 0.58 	1.27 	0.38 0.63 	1.4 	0.40 
per 0.97 0.00 1.02 1.12 0.00 1.11 1.22 0.00 1.19 
tube 0.70 1.00 0.45 0.76 1.02 0.52 0.83 1.08 0.57 
Total Yield 6.24 1 	6.76 7.32 
Table 7.1: Photons yields per event obtained from the simulation and the testbeam: for 
individual tubes and over the whole array. The order follows the layout of Figure 7.18. 
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Figure 7.20: Photoelectron creation at the photocathode and at the 18t dynode of a photo-
multiplier [60]. 
7.4.4 Signal Spectrum fitting 
To fit the spectrum of a pixel we assume it is dominated by Poissonnian statistics. One 
can distinguish two main physical processes taking place inside the phototube: 1) the 
emission of photoelectrons at the photocathode and 2) the emission of secondary electrons 
via the dynode chain. These processes are illustrated in Figure 7.20. 
In the first case most of the incoming photons are converted to photoelectrons at the 
photocathode and are then focused towards the amplification dynode chain. In the second 
case, a small amount of photons pass through the photocathode without being converted. 
They then hit the first dynode of the amplification chain where they free electrons which in 
turn start the cascade. This phenomenon is independent of the photocathode conversion 
and the total probability of photoconversion can be expressed as follows: 




n! k! 7.5)  
n=O k=Q 
Where Nn,k is the number of events with a signal from n + k photoelectrons originating 
from the photocathode (n) and from the first dynode (k), N is the total number of events 
in the signal spectrum, p and p1  are the parameters of the Poisson distributions, i.e. the 
average probabilities of producing a photoelectron at the photocathode (p) or at the first 
dynode (p1). 
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Figure 7.21: MaPMT signal spectrum with a Poisson fit overlayed with the assumed pho-
toprodtiction at the first dynode. All contributions to the global fit are shown separately. 
The photon distribution is then considered as a convolution of Gaussian and Poissonnian 
statistics as shown in Equation 7.6 [61] 
' 	 (nKiYe'1'1 G(x, Qo  + (m + k)Q2, a + (m + k)c4) n =1,2 L_,m=0 	m! 
= Qo + Qa,k, 0 + 	 n > 3 
(7.6) 
Where Al is the number of events, Qn is the mean pulse height of all ADC counts offset by 
the pedestal Qo, Q2 is the total gain of an electron emerging from the 
1st  dynode hitting 
the 2', an is the width of the signal distribution, 00 being the width of the electronic 
noise (the pedestal) and 02 the width of the sub-signal emerging from the 1st dynode, m 
is the number of electrons produced at the 1st dynode, K1 = Q1/Q2 is the signal gain 
at the 1st dynode and finally k is the photoelectrons coming from the 1st dynode. When 
the number of photoelectrons n is greater than two, the gain at the first dynode is high 
enough to be approximated by a Gaussian distribution. If the photoelectron multiplicity 
is however smaller, with a weak gain at the first dynode, a Poisson distribution gives the 
best fit. 
I 	Beetle 1.2 Pulse Shape 	] _____________  
Entries 	21 
---------- Meen 	 l 
'B 45 	 RMS a.033 0 
I 4o- 
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This algorithm has been implemented in FORTRAN in [61] and was converted into C 
for this work. The converted code is shown in appendix C.1. Figure 7.21 shows the fit 
obtained on a pixel together with the signal contributions. The signal is overall well fitted. 
Considering the first dynode effect allows to fit the cross-talk well, even if the dynode effect 
is in reality physically negligible. 
7.4.5 Beetlel.2 Pulse Height 
The MaPMT pulse is recorded and sampled by the Beetlel.2 chip every 25 ns. A time 
delay arises from the asynchronous trigger with respect to the 25 ns clock of the Beetle 
pipeline. This delay was recorded during the testbeam by a Time Delay Counter (TDC) 
as shown in Figure 7.22. Sampling on the TDC allows to reconstruct the Beetle pulse 
shape. The data is first selected for a 5 ns wide time interval on the TDC and then fitted 
using the previously defined Poisson based algorithm in order to extract the mean signal 
pulse height. The fit is run over one pre-selected pixel at a voltage of -800 V. Figure 7.23 
shows the resulting distribution of the mean pulse height as a function of the time interval. 
The signal is consistent with the 25 ns width of the Beetle chip signal. 
Time mel 	 Tdc CUtLrtCJ 
Figure 7.22: Pipe line time delay in- 
terval between the trigger and the 25 n 
clock-cycle as recorded by the Time Delay 
Figure 7.23: Beetlel.2 Pulse height as a 
function of sampled time intervals on the 
TDC. 
Counter (TDC). 
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Figure 7.24: Saturated LED signal spec- 	Figure 7.25: Non-saturated LED fitted 
trum. 	 spectrum with cross-talk correction. 
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Figure 7.26: Pixel gain over the whole 
MaPMT at -900 V. 
Gain 
Figure 7.27: Pixel gain distribution over 
the whole MaPMT at -900 V. 
7.4.6 MaPMT Gain Map 
The gain for all the pixels of an MaPMT has been established using LED runs in which 
all pixels are illuminated. Signal spectra from LEDs are different from the beam data due 
to the timing of the LED light source. LED data were only taken to make sure that the 
MaPMTs were operational and that they did see light. Hence the delay times for the LED 
trigger were not precisely adjusted. A saturated LED spectrum is shown in Figure 7.24. 
Signal hits that are sampled too late due to the light delay appear as weak signal before 
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the pedestal. The LED light can also saturate the amplifier range. In that case the signals 
are amplified to the maximum range of the amplifier and they appear at the high end of 
the spectrum. 
Fits were hence conducted on an MaPMT displaying little saturation. The data taken for 
-900 V for the top right corner tube (see Figure 7.2) were selected as suitable. We applied 
cross-talk corrections before the fitting. Figure 7.25 shows a fitted spectrum for a selected 
pixel. The 64 fitted spectra of all channels are shown in appendix C.2. The resulting gain 
map is shown as a box diagram in Figure 7.26. There are two dead channels, pixel 6 and 
63 and weaker channels on the top and bottom row. Figure 7.27 shows the gain has a 
histogram in which one can see that the gain varies at most by a factor two. This is well 
within the factor three variation of individual pixels quoted by the manufacturer [31]. 
7.5 Conclusion 
The 8-dynode stage MaPMTs have been tested as an array of 3 x 3 tubes in a testbearn 
at CERN. The signals have been read out using the Beetlel.2 chip which will be used 
in the final LHCb detector. Cherenkov rings coming from a 10 GeV pions beam have 
been successfully measured. However, the Beetle readout induces a cross-talk which can 
be accounted for. After the cross talk correction the data are in agreement with the 
simulation. A convolution of Gaussian and Poissonnien statistic algorithm allows a good 
fit of the signal. The pulse height after the pre-amplifier has been extracted using the 
fitting method by sampling. The variation of gain, overall pixels of an MaPMT, has 
been estimated to be at most two and is within the factor three variation quoted by the 
manufacturer [31]. The testbearn study showed that the 8-dynode stage MaPMT fulfilled 
the LHCb requirement for fast readout using the Beetlel.2 chip. 
Chapter 8 
Summary and Conclusion 
The LHCb Experiment has been designed for CP violation precision measurements in 
the B-meson decays. The assembly of the detector is planned to coincide with the Large 
Hadron Collider completion in 2007. The 14 TeV centre of mass energy provided by the 
LHC will allow high precision measurements in the B-sector to be made in channels which 
current B-factories cannot access. Decays channels such as B 3° -~ D8 K and B ° -* irir 
suffer from high background requiring efficient charged particle identification. The LHCb 
will achieve this task using two Ring Imaging Cherenkov Detectors. The RICH detectors 
use photodetectors to identify the Cherenkov rings. Two types of photodetectors have 
been envisaged, (1) the Hybrid PhotoDetector as prime solution and (2) the Multianode 
PhotoMultipliers as backup solution. This thesis presented the work done in characterising 
the later. This work was critical to the re-optimisation of the LHCb experiment. 
During the optimisation of the experiment, the first level trigger required more bending 
power to improve its precision. This resulted in an increase in the magnetic field seen 
at the photodetector plane to a total field of 2.5 mT inside the shielding box of RICH1. 
We carried out studies on the behaviour of MaPMTs in magnetic fields up to 35mT. It 
was established that the MaPMT could withstand up to 2 mT without any protection and 
any distortion. A 0.9 mm thick, 30 mm wide and 60 mm long sheath ofit-metal allows 
to extend its use to 20 mT. Optimisation studies of the shield have been simulated using 
Finite Element Analysis. They showed that the shield could be reduced to a length of 
40 mm. The mounting on the detector arrays of 4 x 4 tubes as envisaged would require the 
use of interspaced sheet of 1i-metal which has similar performances to the shield used for a 
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single MaPMT. Overall the study showed that MaPMT can be used in the new constraints 
meaning the project was still a viable solution for LHCb. 
The readout out electronics used to that point were custom made and the next challenge 
for the project was to use the LHCb readout radiation hard Beetlel.2 chip. A three by 
three array of MaPMT was tested at a testbeam from the CERN PS. We established that 
the MaPMT Beetle readout board suffers cross-talk for which we developed a correction 
algorithm. When accounted for. MaPMTs in the testbeam detect photons according to 
the simulation with a photon yield of 6.2 at -900 V. The variation in individual pixel gain 
remains in the factor three margin quoted by the manufacturer. 
Hence MaPMT have remained a viable solution for the two RICH detectors of the LHCb 
experiment. Finally a decision had to be made between the two photodetector choices. 
The HPD was retained based on cost requirements. The closure of the project meant no 
further tests were performed. A planned study of a whole MaPMT array in magnetic field 
with and without the shield array in place was hence not carried any further. 
rl "zi 
Appendix A 
Signal Response to Magnetic 
Fields 
A.1 MaPMT Support 
(I Al 
-- 
Figure A.1: Opened MaPMT frame support 
showing the tube, the LED ring at the back 
of the light tight cylinder, the capton cable 
on the APVm board. 
Figure A.2: Back of the closed MaPMT 
frame support showing the capton cable con-
nection to the APVm board. 
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A.2 MaPMT Signal Map 
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Figure A.4: Signal response of tube 9K20G3, without shielding, to magnetic fields of 15, 
20, 25, 30 and 35mT, respectively (from left to right). 
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A.3 MaPMT Signal Map with Mask leaving Row 5 exposed 
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Figure A.5: Signal response of tube 9K20C3 with a pinhole mask leaving row 5 exposed, 
without shielding, to longitudinal magnetic fields of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 , 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15mT, 
respectively (from left to right). 
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A.3 MaPMT Signal Map with Mask leaving Row 5 exposed 	 115 
Figure A.6: Signal response of tube 9K20C3 with a pinhole mask leaving row 5 exposed, 
without shielding, to longitudinal magnetic fields of 15, 20, 25, 80 and 35mT, respectively 
(from left to right). 
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A.4 MaPMT Signal Map with Mask leaving Row 5 exposed 
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Figure A.7: Signal response of tube 9K20C3 with a pinhole mask leaving row 5 exposed, 
without shielding, to transverse magnetic fields of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. 10, 15mT, 
respectively (from left to right). 
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Figure A.8: Signal response of tube 9K20C3 with a pinhole mask leaving row 5 exposed, 
without shielding, to transverse magnetic fields of 15, 20, 25, 80 and SSmT, respectively 
(from left to right). 
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Appendix B 
OPERA8 Simulation 
B.1 Comparison of OPERA8 with the Experiment 
The following figures compare the experiment and the simulation for 10, 20 and 30 G 
respectively, with and without the shield. 
Comparaison of OPERAS Simulation with Experimental Data at 100 (longitudinal a)is) 
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Figure B.1: Comparison of OPERA results with the experiment for 10G. 
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Comparison of OPERA8 Simulation with Experimental Data at 20G (longitudinal axis) 
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Figure B.2: Comparison of OPERA results with the experiment for 20 G. 











C.1 Fitting function 
The following is the code used to fit the signal spectrum of individual MaPMT pixels. It 
was adapted from FORTRAN to C++ and root. 




double factn , factm , factk , arean , areak, area, sigma, aream, areatot , xO; 
mt nphe,mhigh; 
double norm = par [0]; 
double average = par[1]; 
double pedestal = par[2]; 
double widthped par[3]; 
double signal = par[4}; 
double widthsig par[5]; 
double fstdynavg = par[6]; 
double firstdyn = par[7]; 
double widthdyn par [8]; 
normalisation factor 
average number of p.e. per event 
position of pedestal 
width of pedestal 
offset from pedestal to single p.e. signal 
width of single p.e. signal 
average number of p.e. created by 1st dynode 
position of 1st dynode p.e. signal 
width of 1st dynode signal 
Ki = signal / firstdyn; 
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for (mt n=nlow ; n<nlim ; n++){ 
for( mt k = kiow ; k<=klim ; k++){ 
nphe 	n + k; 
factn 	fact [n+1]; 
factk 	fact [k+1]; 
arean = pow(average,n) * exp(—average) / factn; 
areak = pow(fstdynavg,k) * exp(—fstdynavg) / factk; 
area = norm * arean * areak; 
if (n==0 H 
sigma = sqrt (pow (widthped ,2) + double (n)*pow(width.sig ,2) 
+ double (k) *pow (widthdyn ,2)); 
xO = pedestal + double (n) *signal + double (k)*firstdyn; 
phepoiss.dyn-i--=area*exp(—o.5 *pow ((v[o] — xO) , 2) /pow(sigma , 2)) 
/ (2.50663* sigma 
continue; 
} 
mhigh = n*10 + 10; 
for(int m= 0;m<mhigh;m++){ 
sigma = sqrt (pow (widthped,2)+(double(m)+double(k)) *pow (wjdthdyfl2)); 
xO = pedestal +(double(m)+float(k))*firstdyn; 
factm 	fact [m+1]; 
aream 	pow ((double(n)*K1),m)*exp(—double(n)*K1)/factm ; 
areatot = area*aream; 
phepoiss..dyn+=areatot *exp(-0.5*pow((v[0]— A), 2) /pow (sigma,2)) 
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C.2 Spectrum fits of one MaPMT 
The following figures are the spectrum fits of each 64 pixel of the MaPMT taken at -900V 
for a LED light scan. 
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Figure C.1: LED Spectrum fit for pixel 1 to pixel 15. 
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Figure C.3: LED Spectrum fit for pixel 31 to pixel 45. 
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Figure C.4: LED Spectrum fit for pixel 46 to pixel 60. 





Figure C.5: LED Spectrum fit for pixel 61 to pixel 6. 
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